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Abstract—We discuss, from a condensed-matter point of view, the recent idea that the Poisson fluctuations of
the cosmological constant about zero could be a source of the observed dark energy [1, 2]. We argue that the
thermodynamic fluctuations of Λ are much bigger. Since the amplitude of the fluctuations is ∝ V–1/2, where V is
the volume of the universe, the present constraint on the cosmological constant provides a lower limit for V that
is much larger than the volume within the cosmological horizon. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 04.60.–m; 98.80.Cq
Recently, the following approach to the solution of
the cosmological problem has been suggested: the aver-
age value of the cosmological constant is zero, 〈Λ〉  = 0,
due to the ability of the quantum microstructure of
space-time to readjust itself and to absorb bulk vacuum
energy densities; the observed dark energy is provided
by residual quantum fluctuations about zero that simu-
late a “small” cosmological constant [1, 2].

Here, we discuss this scenario using the condensed-
matter approach. In the condensed-matter example of
“quantum gravity,” the “trans-Planckian” physics is
well-known, while gravity naturally emerges in the
low-energy corner together with gauge fields and chiral
fermions (see [3]). This working model of “quantum
gravity” provides us with some criteria for a selection
of theories: those theories of a quantum vacuum are
favorable which are consistent with its condensed-mat-
ter analog. Here, we apply this test to the theory of the
fluctuating cosmological constant. We show that this
idea is consistent with the condensed-matter “oracle,”
but that the amplitude of the fluctuations is in contradic-
tion.

The first assumption made in [1, 2], namely, that the
average value of Λ is zero (〈Λ〉  = 0) is certainly consis-
tent with the condensed-matter “quantum gravity,”
where the same cosmological-constant problem arises
and is resolved. As in our quantum vacuum, a naive
estimation of the energy density of the condensed mat-
ter in its ground state gives the following “natural”
characteristic value for the induced cosmological con-
stant:

(1)
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Here, EPl is the corresponding ultraviolet energy cutoff
of the atomic scale, which plays the role of the Planck
energy scale. However, the microscopic (atomic) phys-
ics is well-known, which allows us to make exact cal-
culations of the ground-state energy. One finds that, for
the equilibrium ground state (vacuum) in the absence of
excitations above the vacuum (matter), the energy den-
sity of a system isolated from the environment is
exactly zero. In the language of gravity, this means that
〈Λ〉  = 0. The contribution Λ0 from sub-Planckian and
Planckian modes of the quantum vacuum is exactly
cancelled by the microscopic trans-Planckian (atomic)
degrees of freedom without any fine-tuning.

This remarkable result follows from the general
thermodynamic analysis applied to the quantum vac-
uum, which utilizes the Gibbs–Duhem relation (see,
e.g., [4]). The same analysis demonstrates that, in the
presence of matter, Λ is more or less on the order of the
matter density or of other perturbations of the vacuum
[3, 4].

If the perturbations of the vacuum are small, the cos-
mological constant induced by these perturbations may
become smaller than the thermodynamic or quantum
fluctuations of the cosmological constant about zero. At
this point we enter the regime that was considered in [1,
2]. According to this suggestion, the presently observed
dark energy is nothing but the fluctuation of the cosmo-
logical constant. To test this idea, we extend our ther-
modynamic analysis to incorporate the thermodynamic
and quantum fluctuations of Λ.

The thermodynamic fluctuations of the cosmologi-
cal constant Λ, and thus of the vacuum pressure Pvac =
–Λ, correspond to the thermodynamic fluctuations of
pressure in a condensed-matter system—say, in a quan-
tum liquid—when it is close to its ground state (vac-
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uum). In quantum liquids, assuming that the liquid is in
equilibrium with the environment, the average pressure
is zero (〈P〉  = 0). This corresponds to

(2)

in the equilibrium vacuum. The thermodynamic fluctu-
ations of pressure are given by the following general
thermodynamic relation [5]:

(3)

where S is entropy, T is temperature, and V is the vol-
ume of the system. In quantum liquids, Eq. (3) is
expressed through the mass density of the liquid ρ and
the speed of sound s:

(4)

Applying this to the vacuum, we use the fact that, in
quantum liquids, the quantity ρs2 is on the order of the
characteristic energy density of the liquid. That is why,
in the quantum vacuum, this would correspond to the
natural value of the vacuum energy density, i.e., to the
natural value of the cosmological constant as expressed
in terms of the Planck energy scale in Eq. (1):

(5)

and we have the following estimation for the amplitude
of the thermal fluctuations of the cosmological con-
stant:

(6)

Thus, the temperature of the universe influences not
only the matter degrees of freedom (and thus the geom-
etry of the universe), but it also determines the thermal
fluctuations of the cosmological constant. This is an
important lesson from condensed-matter physics: the
thermal fluctuations of the vacuum pressure are deter-
mined by vacuum degrees of freedom, and not by much
smaller matter degrees of freedom, as one would
naively expect.

Note that, in Eq. (6), Λ0 is the contribution to the
vacuum energy density and to the cosmological con-
stant that comes from the Planck-scale modes in the
quantum vacuum. But both in quantum liquids and in
the quantum vacuum, the total contribution of all the
modes to the energy density is zero if the vacuum is in
complete equilibrium (〈Λ〉  = 0). The tiny contribution to
the vacuum energy density comes from a small unbal-
ance caused by perturbations of the vacuum state, and
here we will discuss the unbalance produced by the
“hydrodynamic” fluctuations of the vacuum.

From Eq. (6), we can get an estimate for the quan-
tum fluctuations of the vacuum pressure and the cosmo-
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logical constant, which are important when tempera-
ture becomes comparable to the distance between the
quantum levels in the finite volume, i.e., when T ~
"c/V1/3. Substituting this T into Eq. (6), one obtains the
amplitude of the quantum fluctuations of Λ:

(7)

Let us apply this first to the vacuum in the closed
Einsteinian universe, with the volume of the 3D spher-
ical space V = 2πR3. This gives the following estimation
for the amplitude of the quantum fluctuations of Λ:

(8)

This is comparable to the mean value of Λ in the Ein-
steinian universe. For example, in the cold universe,

one has 〈Λ〉  = /8π"cR2, while in the hot universe,

〈Λ〉  = 3 /16π"cR2. Moreover, in any reasonable uni-
verse, the temperature is much bigger than the quantum
limit: T @ "c/R, and thus the thermodynamic fluctua-
tions of Λ highly exceed the value required for the con-
struction of the closed solution. This means that ther-
modynamic fluctuations would actually destroy the
Einstein solution. However, we must note that, in the
thermodynamic derivation used, it was assumed that
the closed universe is in thermal (but not dynamical)
contact with the “environment”; i.e., the universe is
immersed in a thermal reservoir at a fixed temperature,
say, in analogy to a brane immersed in the higher-
dimensional world. The Einsteinian universe under
these conditions has been studied in [6]. For the truly
closed system, i.e., without any contact at all with the
environment, such fluctuations are suppressed due to
energy conservation.

Let us now turn to our universe, which is spatially
flat and thus formally infinite. What volume is relevant
for the thermodynamic and quantum fluctuations? If we

suppose that V ~ , where Rh is on the order of the
scale of the cosmological horizon, then, for the ampli-
tude of the quantum fluctuations of Λ, one obtains
exactly what was suggested in [1, 2]:

(9)

For the same estimation of the vacuum energy density
using different approach, see [7].

Equation (9) gives the correct order of magnitude
for Λ in the present universe. However, again this is
negligibly small compared to the amplitude of the ther-
mal fluctuations of Λ at any reasonable temperature of
the universe. Assuming, for example, that the tempera-
ture of the universe coincides with the temperature
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TCMB of the cosmic microwave background (CMB)
radiation, one obtains the following amplitude:

(10)

Such a large value of Λ is certainly in contradiction
with observations. This means that we cannot use the
volume inside the horizon as the proper volume for the
estimation of the quantum and thermal fluctuations of
Λ. The reason is that we are interested not in the fluctu-
ations of Λ from one Hubble volume to another, but in
the influence of the Λ term on the dynamics of the
whole universe. Thus, instead of the Hubble volume

, one must use the real volume of the universe,
which is not limited by the cosmological horizon.

From the condition that the thermal fluctuations of
Λ at TCMB must be smaller than the experimental upper

limit,  < Λexp, one can estimate a lower limit
for the size of the universe:

(11)

where H ~ c/Rh is the Hubble constant. Note that, when
considering distances much bigger than the size of the
horizon, we do not sacrifice the usual notion of causal-
ity. The “hydrodynamic” fluctuations of the vacuum are
independent in different volumes of the space if these
volumes are separated by a distance |r1 – r2| > "c/T:

(12)

Since T @ "c/Rh, the correlations decay at distances
much smaller than Rh, and thus we do not need correla-
tions across the horizon.

The expanding universe is certainly not in equilib-
rium. The noise caused by the deviations from equilib-
rium adds to the estimated fluctuations and may change
the effective temperature. Moreover, Λ in Eq. (9)
depends on time in the expanding universe, and this
dependence is inconsistent with observations. Superno-
vae data show that the dark-energy density is either
constant with time [8], or that it still may depend on
time, but rather weakly [9]. In the latter scenario, the
dark-energy density is constant on average up to red-
shifts of 0.5 and growing for larger redshifts. But it still
remains significantly less than the matter energy den-
sity. 

Our thermodynamic analysis here cannot consider
the dynamics of the universe. However, the fact that the
dark-energy density is not very far from the density of
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dark matter demonstrates that the universe is not very
far from equilibrium [4], and thus our estimations are
not highly distorted by expansion. To incorporate fluc-
tuations of the cosmological constant and its time
dependence in the real universe, the Einstein equations
must be modified; otherwise, both the fluctuations and
the time-dependence are prohibited by Bianchi identi-
ties. But even in this case, the condensed-matter “quan-
tum gravity” can be useful, since it provides us with a
general scheme of how the dissipation is introduced.
Following this scheme, one can incorporate into the
Einstein equations the extra terms that contain the time
derivative of Λ [10]. Modification of the Einstein equa-
tions was also suggested in [2], but that represents the
particular case of the two-parametric modification sug-
gested in [10]. The two parameters introduced in [10]
and considered as phenomenological fitting parameters
can in principle fit the real behavior of Λ in an expand-
ing universe.

Our last comment concerns the emergent gravity
and relativistic quantum field theory in condensed-mat-
ter systems in general. The usage of fermionic con-
densed matter as a primer of emergent physics does not
mean that we necessarily return to a view of space-time
as an absolute background structure incorporating
absolute simultaneity. The emergence is based on the
general topological properties of fermionic vacuums in
momentum space (see Chapter 8 of [3]) that are not
sensitive to the background geometry: the background
can be Galilean, Lorentzian, or something else. The
only requirement for the application of the topology in
momentum space is the invariance of the vacuum under
translations, so that the Green’s function can be repre-
sented in terms of the four-momentum. If the universe
is inhomogeneous, the four-momentum and, thus, the
momentum-space topology are well-determined in the
quasiclassical limit, i.e., for wavelengths much smaller
than the characteristic size of the universe. This is
enough for the construction of the universality classes
of quantum vacuums. For one of the two important uni-
versality classes, the main physical laws of the Stan-
dard Model and of gravity gradually emerge in the low-
energy corner irrespective of the background. If the
background is originally non-Lorentzian, the informa-
tion on this background is lost in the low-energy corner
where the effective Lorentzian space-time gradually
arises.

It was recently suggested from a consideration of
the highest energy cosmic rays yet observed that
Lorentzian invariance is probably more fundamental
than all other physical laws, since it persists even well
beyond the Planck energy scale EPl [11]. This is an
encouraging fact for the emergent physics. According
to Bjorken [12], the emergence can explain the high
precision of the present physical laws only if there is an
extremely small expansion parameter. This small
parameter can be the ratio of the energy scales, namely,
EPl/ELorentz, where ELorentz @ EPl is the energy scale
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where the Lorentz invariance is violated. In the effec-
tive action for the gauge and gravity fields obtained by
integration over fermions, the integration region is lim-
ited by the Planck energy cutoff. If EPl ! ELorentz, then
integration is concentrated in the fully relativistic
region, where fermions are still very close to Fermi
points and thus obey the effective gauge invariance and
general covariance that follow from the topology of a
Fermi point (see Chapter 33 of [3]). As a result, the
effective bosonic action also becomes invariant, and the
precision of the emergent physical laws is determined
by some power of EPl/ELorentz.

This is the reason why we assume that Lorentzian
invariance is obeyed at the microscopic level. The
Lorentzian invariance implies that the analog of the
vacuum speed of sound s in Eq. (4) coincides with the
speed of light c. As a result, the thermal fluctuations of
Λ are determined by the “bare” vacuum energy Λ0
according to Eq. (5).

In conclusion, from the condensed-matter analog of
“quantum gravity,” it follows that the main idea of [1,

2], i.e., that fluctuations  of the cosmological
constant may dominate over its mean value 〈Λ〉 , is cor-
rect. However, it appears that the thermal fluctuations
of Λ at any reasonable temperature of the universe are
much larger than the “quantum” Poisson-type fluctua-
tions suggested in [1, 2]. If this analogy is correct, then
the thermal fluctuations of Λ impose a limit on the size
of the universe, which must be at least nine orders of
magnitude bigger than the size of the cosmological
horizon.
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The possibility of focusing parametric x rays (PXRs) without x-ray optics has been shown. Parametric x rays
are emitted by channeled relativistic charged particles moving along a bent crystal. Parametric x rays emitted
from the entire length of the bent crystal are focused at two points on the bending axis of the crystal. The Huy-
gens picture of formation of focused PXRs is given. The width of the spectral peak of this radiation has been
estimated. Certain properties of focused PXRs are estimated for typical experimental conditions, and possibil-
ities for the application of focused PXRs are discussed. An experiment for the observation of focused PXRs has
been proposed. It has been shown that focused PXRs can be observed for a proton energy of several tens of
GeVs or higher. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 41.50.+h; 41.60.–m; 61.80.Cb; 61.85.+p
The possibility of using crystals to control the
motion of charged particles was predicted in [1]. This
control can be realized for channeled particles moving
through a long, smoothly bent crystal [2, 3]. In particu-
lar, experiments on the deflection, focusing, and extrac-
tion of proton beams by means of bent crystals were
carried out in Serpukhov with a 70-GeV proton beam
[4, 5], at CERN for 120 [6] and 450 [7, 8] GeV, and at
Fermilab for 900 GeV [9]. The control is most efficient
for the planar channeling of positive particles (see, e.g.,
[7]). Bent crystals with a length of several centimeters
are usually used in experiments. Such crystals can
likely be used as radiators for obtaining focused para-
metric x rays (PXRs) from channeled relativistic parti-
cles.

Since 1985, experimental investigations of PXRs
from relativistic electrons crossing unbent thin crystals
have been carried out to study their properties and to
develop a new source of a quasi-monochromatic polar-
ized x-ray beam. It was shown that the yield of PXRs is
maximal near the Bragg direction with respect to a
crystallographic plane (PXR reflection). The PXR
reflection was observed and studied with electron
beams of energies from several MeVs to several GeVs
and for PXR energies from several to several hundreds
of keVs. In most available papers, the applicability of
Ter-Mikaelyan theory [10] for describing the observed
properties of PXRs was shown. General information on
the nature, properties, and investigations of PXRs, as
well as references to original works, can be found in
reviews [11–14]. An experiment on the observation of
proton-emitted PXRs was described in [15]. However,
PXRs from channeled particles moving through a bent
crystal have not yet been studied as far as I know.

Let us consider focusing PXRs [16]. We assume that
channeled relativistic charged particles move along a
0021-3640/04/8007- $26.00 © 20469
bent thin single-crystal plate as shown in Fig. 1. The
crystal is bent with a bending radius R about the f axis.
Particles move along the crystallographic plane
denoted by the reciprocal-lattice vector g. They cross
other crystallographic planes and emit PXR reflections
in the Bragg directions with respect to these planes. In
this work, we consider PXR reflections from crystallo-
graphic planes located at an angle of 45° with respect to
the trajectory of a particle perpendicular to the plane of
Fig. 1a. These crystallographic planes are denoted by
the reciprocal-lattice vectors g1 and g2. Reflections of
PXRs from these planes are emitted perpendicularly to
both the particle trajectory and the crystal-plate plane.
Reflections of PXRs from planes g1 are emitted from
the concave side of the plate and converge in the f-axis
direction. The maxima of radiation in these reflections
cross each other on the f axis or, in other words, are
focused. Thus, PXRs from crystallographic planes g1
that are emitted from the entire length of the bent crys-
tal (several centimeters) are accumulated (focused)
near the f axis. Reflections of PXRs from planes g2 are
emitted from the convex side of the plate and diverge in
the directions opposite to the f axis.

A classical expression for the frequency of PXRs
from an unbent crystal [10] can be obtained from the
constructive-interference condition for sequential radi-
ation bursts that arise when a particle crosses crystallo-
graphic planes. The phase difference of radiation from
neighboring crystallographic planes must be a multiple
of 2π (see the Huygens picture in [12, 14]). In the case
under consideration, PXRs are formed similarly. How-
ever, radiation bursts occur periodically on the curvilin-
ear trajectory of the particle rather than on a straight
line. Figure 1a shows the Huygens picture for this case.
The phase difference between the wave fronts of con-
verging radiation from neighboring crystallographic
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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planes is a multiple of 2π. The frequency of PXRs emit-
ted in the direction of the bending axis f by a channeled
particle moving along the bent crystal is obviously
equal to the frequency of PXRs emitted perpendicularly
to the straight-line trajectory of the particle in the
unbent crystal. In both cases, the energy E (frequency
ω) is expressed as

(1)

Here, V is the particle velocity and g1 = |g1| = 2π/a,
where a is the distance between neighboring crystallo-
graphic planes that are described by the reciprocal-lat-
tice vector g1. In such a way, monochromatic radiation
from periodically distributed discrete sources is formed
and arrives at the focus with a phase difference that is
equal to or a multiple of 2π. For brevity, we call such

E "ω V"g1/ 2.= =

Fig. 1. Huygens picture and focusing PXRs emitted by
channeled particles moving along a thin bent single-crystal
plate: (a) side and (b) front views. The trajectory of a parti-
cle is denoted by arrows p+. Particles move along the crys-
tallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal-lattice vector
g. The crystal is bent with the bending radius R about the f
axis. The directions of radiation propagation are shown by
wavy lines with arrows in panel (b). Parametric x rays from
the crystallographic planes denoted by the reciprocal-lattice
vector g1 are focused at points F1 and F2 on the f axis.
Reflections of PXRs from the crystallographic planes
denoted by the reciprocal-lattice vector g2 are emitted in
opposite directions. Parametric x rays focused at points F1
and F2 are linearly polarized virtually in the plane of panel
(b). Sections of the spherical wave fronts of radiation aris-
ing at the points of crossing of crystallographic planes by
the particle are shown on the radial lines R in panel (a). A

wave train with wavelength λ = c2π /Vg1, train length

l = cL/V, and number of periods n = Lg1/2π  is focused
near the f axis.

2

2

p+
formation as focusing PXRs. The frequency of PXRs
on the f axis is independent of the bending radius R.

From the classical point of view, a wave train arriv-
ing at the focus has constant amplitude and a number of
periods equal to the number of crystallographic planes

n = Lg1/2π  that are crossed by the particle. Forma-
tion of the train is shown in Fig. 1a. The train propaga-
tion direction varies within a small angle L/R. The rela-
tive natural width of the spectral peak of this radiation
can be estimated as ∆E/E ~ 1/n. From the quantum
point of view, a quantum of this radiation with energy
E may arrive at the focus in the time interval ∆t = L/V,
equal to the time of particle motion through the crystal.
In this case, the natural width of the spectral peak of
PXRs can be estimated from the Heisenberg uncer-
tainty relation ∆E∆t ~ ". Using Eq. (1), we obtain ∆E/E
~ 1/2πn. Thus, the classical and quantum estimates
almost coincide with each other. According to these
estimates, the relative natural width of the spectral peak
of focused PXRs is very small, ~1/n. However, this esti-
mate is valid only for an infinitely small detector and
ideal experimental conditions. In an actual experiment,
the spectral peak will be broadened due to the finite
angular size of the detector, the angular resolution of
the experiment as a whole, the deviation of the shape of
the bent crystal from the cylindrical shape, the effect of
the radiation of unchanneled particles, and other exper-
imental factors.

The properties of the PXR reflection emitted at right
angle to the particle beam in thin crystals were studied
in several works. In particular, the image of such PXR
reflection was obtained in [17], its polarization was
considered in [18], and the detailed structure of the
angular distribution of the PXR yield was analyzed in
[19]. For example, the angular distribution of the yield
in the PXR reflection was shown in figures in [14, 17,
19], and the angular distribution of linear-polarization
directions, in [14, 18]. The angular distribution of the
PXR yield in the reflection at right angles to the particle
trajectory has two maxima in the plane perpendicular to

the particle trajectory at an angular distance of 
from each other. Therefore, the PXRs are focused near
two points F1 and F2 on the f axis in the plane of Fig. 1b

at the distance  from each other. Here,  =

, where γeff is the effective relativistic factor
in the medium [14], γ is the relativistic factor of inci-
dent particles, and χ0 is the dielectric susceptibility of
the medium.

The size of the spot of PXRs focused near point F1

or F2 is equal to about R. When the observation
point is shifted by a distance b from the f axis in the hor-

2

2γeff
1–

2γeff
1– R γeff

1–

γ 2– χ0+

γeff
1–
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izontal direction (in Fig. 1a), the energy (frequency) of
PXRs in the spot near points F1 and F2 changes by

(2)

However, when the observation point is shifted in the
direction parallel to the f axis, the frequency of PXRs
does not change [10, 20, 21]. Parametric x rays are lin-
early polarized near points F1 and F2. The direction of
linear polarization in both symmetric spots lies virtu-
ally in the plane of Fig. 1b. Thus, focused PXRs are lin-
early polarized in the plane of Fig. 1b.

Particles moving through the plate not only emit
PXRs but also ionize and excite the atoms of the crys-
tal. These atoms emit characteristic x rays (CXRs),
which are isotropic and not focused but which are also
present at points F1 and F2.

Let us estimate some properties of focused PXRs for
typical experimental conditions, where 70- and
450-GeV protons move along a silicon single-crystal
plate with thickness T = 0.5 mm, length L = 5 cm, and
bending radius R = 5 m. Channeled protons move along
the (110) crystallographic plane, which is denoted by

the reciprocal-lattice vector g =  in Fig. 1.
Reflections of PXRs are formed on crystallographic
planes parallel to the reciprocal-lattice vectors g1 =

〈100〉  and g2 = 〈 〉  shown in Fig. 1. The number of
PXR quanta IPXR per proton per 1 cm2 at points F1 or F2
was calculated by the formula

(3)

where Ω = S/R2 is the solid angle of the detector that has
area S = 1 cm2 and is placed at point F1 or F2, and Y is
the differential yield of PXRs at the maximum of the
reflection at an angle of 90° to the particle velocity with
allowance for the attenuation of this radiation in the Si
single-crystal target from which it is emitted in the

Laue or Bragg geometry, that has thickness T/ , and
that is placed at an angle of 45° to the beam axis. This
differential yield Y is equal to the differential yield of
PXRs from the bent-crystal section with a length T that
is irradiated by particles uniformly distributed along the
thickness of the crystal. The differential yield Y with
allowance for the attenuation of radiation in the target
was calculated by formulas taken from [12, 14, 22] that
were derived in Ter-Mikaelyan kinematic theory [10].
Reflections of PXRs that are focused near points F1 and
F2 are formed on the (400), (800), and (12 00) crystal-
lographic planes, which are parallel to the (100) plane
and have a nonzero structure factor. Reflections of
PXRs from planes with higher Miller indices give a
much lower yield of radiation. Reflections of PXRs
from similar crystallographic planes parallel to the

( ) plane are emitted in directions opposite to the f
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b
R
---.=
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010
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L
T
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axis from the convex side of the plate. They form a vir-
tual image of the radiation sources at points F1 and F2.
The special case of diffraction of channeling radiation
[23], as well as other types of radiation from a particle
in the crystal, is not considered in this work. The mul-
tiple scattering of protons was ignored because they are
channeled in the crystal.

In the case under consideration, the 〈 〉  crystallo-
graphic axis is oriented along the proton beam. To avoid
the axial channeling of protons in an experiment, the
crystal lattice must be reoriented in the (110) plane by
an angle slightly exceeding the Lindhard critical chan-
neling angle. The critical channeling angles for 70- and
450-GeV protons in the Si single crystal are equal to
about 2.4 × 10–5 and 10–5, respectively [2]. These angles
are much smaller than the characteristic angular sizes
of PXR reflections, which are determined by the

parameter  (see table). Therefore, the basic proper-
ties of PXRs and the positions of points F1 and F2
change only slightly when the lattice is so slightly reori-
ented with respect to the particle beam.

The properties of PXRs are determined by the rela-
tivistic factor and the magnitude of the incident-particle
charge [10, 12, 22]. Therefore, the above calculations
would be valid for 38- and 245-MeV positrons and
electrons that have the same relativistic factor. How-
ever, the motion of these particles in a long crystal may
differ strongly from the motion of protons. For exam-
ple, a considerable part of the high-energy protons can
move through the long bent crystal in the channeling
regime [2–9]. At the same time, channeled electrons are
strongly scattered. As far as I know, the motion of chan-
neled positrons in bent crystals, as well as the emission
of PXRs by positrons in any crystals, has not yet been
studied experimentally.

In addition, the number of 1.74-keV CXR quanta
produced due to the ionization of the K shell of Si atoms
by relativistic protons was estimated by the formula

(4)

Here, σK is the cross section for the K-shell ionization
of Si atoms by protons, ωK is the fluorescence yield,
n0 is the density of atoms in the Si single crystal, and Te

is the length where 1.74-keV radiation is attenuated by
a factor of e in the Si single crystal. Calculations were
carried out with values of 1654 and 1946 b for the cross
section for K-shell ionization by 70- and 450-MeV pro-
tons, respectively. These values were calculated for 38-
and 245-MeV electrons that have the same relativistic
factor as 70- and 450-GeV protons, respectively. Cross
sections were calculated according to the recommenda-
tions given in [24]. The planar-channeling effect was
ignored in these estimates of the CXR yield, because it
must be weak for high-energy particles (see references
cited in [24]). However, the number of CXR quanta

110

γeff
1–
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σKωKΩn0LTe
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Properties of CXRs and focused PXRs from 70- and 450-GeV protons moving in the channelling regime along the (110) crys-
tallographic plane in a bent Si single-crystal plate

Radiation CXRs Si PXRs (400) PXRs (800) PXRs (12 00)

Polarization no linear linear linear

E, keV 1.74 6.46 12.91 19.37

(∆E/E)nat 3.84 × 10–9 1.92 × 10–9 1.28 × 10–9

(∆E/E)D 2 × 10–3 2 × 10–3 2 × 10–3

Te in Si, µm 13.3 37 270 865

70-GeV protons – 1.42 × 10–2 1.36 × 10–2 1.35 × 10–2

∆F, mm – 142 136 135

I, photons per cm–2 
per proton 1.65 × 10–7 9.56 × 10–8 1.86 × 10–8 1.55 × 10–9

450-GeV protons – 5.24 × 10–3 3.18 × 10–3 2.63 × 10–3

∆F, mm – 52.4 31.8 26.3

I, photons per cm–2 
per proton 1.94 × 10–7 6.90 × 10–7 3.32 × 10–7 3.98 × 10–8

Note: The plate has a thickness T = 0.5 mm, length L = 5 cm, and bending radius R = 5 m. The source of radiation (CXRs or focused PXRs
from the indicated crystallographic planes) and its polarization are given in the first and second rows of the table; E is the energy of
the spectral peak of radiation, (∆E/E)nat = 1/n is the relative natural width of the spectral peak of PXRs on the f axis for a point detec-
tor, (∆E/E)D is the line width calculated by Eq. (2) for a detector with horizontal size b = 1 cm, Te is the length where radiation with

energy E is attenuated by a factor of e in a Si crystal,  is the inverse effective relativistic factor (for comparison, the inverse rel-

ativistic factor γ–1 for 70- and 450-GeV protons is equal to 1.34 × 10–2 and 2.08 × 10–3, respectively), ∆F is the distance between
points F1 and F2, I is the number of quanta per proton per 1 cm2 at points F1 and F2 with allowance for the attenuation of x rays in
the crystal for the total number of channeled protons randomly distributed over the thickness of the crystal plate.

γeff
1–

γeff
1–

γeff
1–
from channeled protons in experiments must be some-
what less than the estimate obtained here by disregard-
ing the channeling effect.

Calculations were performed for a uniform distribu-
tion of protons over the plate thickness. Radiation emit-
ted by channeled protons moves to points F1 and F2
across the plate and is attenuated in the Si crystal. The
attenuation of radiation in the silicon plate was taken
into account in the calculations.

The results of the calculations are presented in the
table. The spectrum of x rays at points F1 and F2
includes four spectral peaks in the energy region from
1.7 to 19.4 keV. It is convenient to detect this spectrum
by a standard Si(Li) x-ray detector. The 1.74-keV peak
is attributed to unfocused (isotropic) unpolarized
CXRs, which are emitted primarily by protons moving
in the 13.3-µm layer on the concave side of the plate.
The thickness of this layer is determined by the attenu-
ation of 1.74-keV x rays in the Si crystal (see table).
Thus, only a small fraction of protons passing through
the plate emit CXRs that arrive at points F1 and F2. The
other spectral peaks are associated with linearly polar-
ized, focused PXRs. The 6.46- and 12.91-keV spectral
peaks of PXRs are attributed primarily to protons mov-
ing in the 37- and 270-µm layers, respectively, on the
concave side of the plate (see attenuation length in
table). The 19.37-keV spectral peak is attributed to
almost all protons moving in the plate.
Thus, the sources of radiation for different spectral
peaks at points F1 and F2 have different distributions
over the thickness of the crystal plate. Therefore, mea-
surements and analysis of the relative intensities of
these spectral peaks can provide an estimate of the dis-
tribution of the proton beam over the crystal thickness.
This estimate can be obtained for the entire plate or its
separate part if all other parts of the plate are shielded
and the x-ray detector can monitor only this separate
part of the crystal. Characteristic x rays from the
13.3-µm layer on the convex side of the bent crystal can
be detected by another x-ray detector placed opposite
the convex side of the bent crystal, because CXRs are
isotropic and the number of their quanta must be almost
the same on both sides of the crystal.

The angular divergence (convergence) of focused
PXRs is equal to L/R in the plane of Fig. 1a. It can be
changed by varying the bending radius R of the bent
crystal. Thus, we have an x-ray source with a size of
several centimeters with the possibility of smoothly
controlling its divergence (convergence). Such a source
of polarized quasi-monochromatic x rays with the pos-
sibility of smoothly controlling its divergence can be
used to calibrate x-ray detectors or x-ray optics with a
large aperture, such as the objectives of space-based
x-ray telescopes [25].

Focused PXRs can be experimentally observed at a
proton accelerator with a crystal bent for controlling the
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 80      No. 7      2004
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proton beam when the current of channeled particles is
approximately equal to or larger than 107p+/s. As is seen
in the table, all the spectral peaks have comparable
intensities for a proton energy of 450 GeV [16]. When
the proton energy decreases to 70 GeV, the intensity of
high-energy peaks decreases strongly, but low-energy
spectral peaks remain observable. An x-ray detector
with an area of about 1 cm2 must be placed at point F1
or F2 on the f axis. The asymmetric arrangement of two
detectors at points F1 and F2 provides for the detection
of the maximum number of quanta from various PXR
reflections. The detection of PXRs and CXRs from
unchanneled particles can be suppressed by measuring
the spectrum of x rays in coincidence with particles
passed through the bent crystal in the channeling
regime. To observe soft x rays, it is necessary to ensure
a vacuum connection between the bent crystal and the
x-ray detector, because radiation is attenuated in air. X
rays with energies of 1.74 and 6.46 keV are almost
completely absorbed over a 5-m path in air. However,
the spectral peaks of focused PXRs with higher ener-
gies can be observed in air. X rays with energies of
12.91 and 19.37 keV are attenuated by factors of 0.23
and 0.60, respectively, over a 5-m path in dry air. The
energies of all spectral peaks are virtually independent
of the energy of the relativistic particle. However, their
intensities may increase (decrease) when the energy of
particles increases (decreases) [12, 22].

I am grateful to E.N. Tsyganov for a discussion at
the conference “The Future of Accelerator Physics”
[3, 26] and to X. Artru, I. Endo, and V.V. Sotnikov for
discussions.
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The existence of the flow phase diagram predicted by Volovik [JETP Lett. 78, 553 (2003)] is discussed based
on the available experimental data for He II and 3He–B. The effective temperature-dependent but scale-inde-
pendent Reynolds number Reeff = 1/q ≡ (1 – α')/α, where α and α' are the mutual friction parameters, and the
superfluid Reynolds number characterizing the circulation of the superfluid component in units of the circula-
tion quantum are used as the dynamic parameters. In particular, the flow diagram permits the identification of
the experimentally observed turbulent states I and II in counterflowing He II with the classical and quantum
turbulent regimes suggested by Volovik. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 47.27.Ak; 67.40.Vs; 67.57.De
We consider the flow of quantum liquids such as He II
or 3He–B that can be described in the framework of the
two-fluid model (see, e.g., [1]). The normal fluid and
superfluid velocity fields are coupled by two terms: the
Gorter–Mellink term that describes the mutual friction
between these two liquids when vortices are present in
the superfluid and the temperature-gradient term,
which is responsible, e.g., for the fountain effect. The
circulation in the superfluid component is quantized
in units of κ (0.997 × 10–3 cm2/s for He II and 0.662 ×
10–3 cm2/s for 3He–B); we assume singly quantized
vortices.

Let us consider a flow that can be approximated as
isothermal.1 Then, the generally coupled complex flow
of both components described by the two two-fluid
equations can be simplified and becomes easier to
understand, especially for two extreme cases:

(i) There are no quantized vortices in the flow.
This represents a situation in which the normal and
superfluid velocity fields are fully decoupled. The nor-
mal fluid thus obeys the usual Navier–Stokes equation,
while the superfluid flow remains potential. Thus, for-
mally, the normal fluid could become turbulent without
a single vortex being present in the superfluid—in the
absence of mutual friction, the superfluid simply does
not “know” what is happening in the normal fluid. In
practice, however, remnant vortices are almost always
present, at least in He II [2], where they are pinned to
walls that are always rough on the atomic scale. In 3He–
B, a vortex-free sample is more likely, but the highly

¶ This article was submitted by the author in English.
1 This cannot be strictly true, as dissipation in flowing normal fluid

possessing finite viscosity leads to heating in places of high vor-
ticity and to a counterflow. We assume here that the heating is
small and can be neglected.
0021-3640/04/8007- $26.00 © 20474
viscous normal fluid can hardly become turbulent in a
laboratory-scale container.

(ii) The normal fluid is at rest in some frame of
reference. Such a possibility arises, for example, for
3He–B, whose highly viscous normal component is
effectively clamped by the walls in a laboratory-scale
container.2 Following first the original approach of
Volovik [3, 4], let us assume that the quantized vortices
in the flow are arranged in such a way that the coarse-
grained hydrodynamic equation

(1)

obtained from the Euler equation after averaging over
vortex lines [5] and written in the frame of reference of
the normal fluid, provides a sufficiently accurate
description of the superflow. We shall return to the
applicability of this equation later. The normal fluid
thus provides a unique frame of reference, and we have
to deal only with the superfluid velocity vs. Rescaling
the time variable such that t  1 – α't leads to

(2)

where v = vs, w is the course-grained vorticity, and
 is a unit vector in the direction of w. A theoretical

analysis of the fluid dynamical problem based on this
equation has been performed by Volovik [3, 4]; Vinen
[6]; and L’vov, Nazarenko, and Volovik [7]. As was first
emphasized by Finne et al. [8], Eq. (2) has a very
remarkable property that distinguishes it from the ordi-
nary Navier–Stokes equation, where the relative impor-

2 This situation can also occur in He II at a fairly low temperature
(.1 K and below), where the kinematic viscosity of the normal
fluid rapidly increases with decreasing temperature [9].

∂vs

∂t
-------- —µ+ 1 α'–( )vs w αŵ w vs×( ),×+×=

∂v
∂t
------ —µ+ v w qŵ w v×( )× ,+×=

ŵ
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tance of the inertial and dissipative terms is given by the
Reynolds number, which in turn depends on the geom-
etry of the particular flow under study. Here, the role of
the effective Reynolds number is played by the param-
eter Reeff = q–1 = (1 – α')/α, which depends on temper-
ature but not on geometry. We stress that the superfluid
Reynolds number (as soon as it is high enough, so that
Eq. (2) represents a good approximation of the super-
flow) is not relevant to a consideration of the problem
of a flow obeying Eq. (2), the beauty of which lies in the
fact that one is able to derive more general conclusions
about turbulent flow generated from suitable initial
conditions depending only on a single temperature-
dependent parameter 1/q, regardless of the actual
geometry of the flow. A wide range of q values is easily
experimentally achievable, with q increasing with tem-
perature in both He II [9] and 3He–B [10].

Like the usual Navier–Stokes equation, Eq. (2) has
both laminar (for q @ 1) and turbulent solutions. For
q ! 1, it describes fully developed turbulence. The lat-
ter is discussed in detail in [3, 4], where it is shown that
a turbulent cascade will develop in a range of scales. It
was claimed, however, that the 3D energy spectrum is
of a usual3 Kolmogorov form E(k) ≅  ε2/3k–5/3.

Vinen [6] recently developed a different approach to
superfluid turbulence in the presence of a stationary
normal fluid. His approach is based on physical argu-
ments concerning the turnover and decay times of
eddies of various sizes, and the results are confirmed by
numerical solutions of a diffusion equation that
describes flow of turbulent energy in k space. Owing to
the action of mutual friction, there is strong damping of
large eddies, with the result that, at low wave numbers,
the energy spectrum falls off much more rapidly
(approaching k–3) than for the Kolmogorov spectrum.
However, the damping remains weak for small eddies,
so that the Kolmogorov spectrum is recovered for large
k beyond a certain critical wave number. Vinen also cor-
rectly points out that this feature is inherently contained
in Eq. (2).

The most recent theoretical discussion of this issue,
by L’vov, Nazarenko, and Volovik [7], which is based
on an analytical solution of the first-order k-space dif-
fusion equation, confirms the crucial role of mutual
friction forces on a large scale. Moreover, scenarios of
various turbulent regimes depending on various param-
eters of the flow are suggested and discussed.

Although this interesting problem of superfluid tur-
bulence in the presence of a stationary normal fluid is
most likely not yet fully settled, we believe that the
main features of such a turbulent superflow have been
firmly established.

The continuous approach for considering superfluid
turbulence based on Eq. (2) would be fully applicable
in the limit κ  0. As pointed out by Volovik [3, 4],
at finite κ one has to ensure that, at the smallest scale r0,

3 Possibly logarithmically corrected (see [4]).
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the “granularity” due to individual vortices does not
become important, so that the circulation v r0r0 =
q2UR = q2κ Res > κ. This leads to an important crite-
rion: Res > 1/q2 @ 1. Indeed, the turbulent cascade
might reach small scales containing only a few quan-
tized vortices and most likely continues past that level
(perhaps in the form of a Kelvin wave cascade), but the
form of the energy spectrum around and beyond the
quantum scale [11], lq ≈ (ε/κ3)–1/4, must depend explic-
itly on κ.4 

In order to apply an analysis based on Eq. (2), we
must bear in mind that this coarse-grained equation suf-
ficiently accurately describes the superfluid velocity
field on the scale over which the averaging is done.
Therefore, this approach cannot include initial condi-
tions similar to those commonly believed to apply in
counterflow turbulence in He II if only a single scale is
assumed. Such a distribution of vortices will most
likely be described by the Vinen equation [12]. It is well
known and in agreement with simulations by Schwarz
[13]5 that there is a critical self-sustaining counterflow
velocity above which the turbulence is in dynamical
equilibrium. According to these computer simulations
and to a common belief based on the experiments of
Awschalom et al. [14], this state is, at least approxi-
mately, homogeneous. If it contains just one scale, the
vortex line density L ought to decay as 1/t, as follows
from the Vinen equation and, according to some exper-
iments [12, 15], it most likely does.

Now, let us increase the counterflow velocity Ucf,
assuming the normal fluid velocity profile remains flat,
and continue the discussion in the reference frame
where the normal fluid is at rest. It is an established
experimental fact that another transition (from turbu-
lent state I to turbulent state II with distinctly different
features, in accord with Tough’s classification scheme
[1]) occurs [1, 17, 18]. It has been a long-lasting chal-
lenge to explain the nature of this transition. We believe
that the answer might be hidden in Volovik’s analysis
[3, 4]. As he claims, there is a crossover between what
he calls the Kolmogorov and Vinen states of superfluid
turbulence when

. (3)

4 The relevant discussion is contained in [11]; here, we only
remind the reader that the exact functional form of the spectral
energy density Φ(ε, k, κ) around and beyond lq cannot be written
explicitly based on a dimensional analysis similar to that of Kol-
mogorov (see [11]), as it can contain, in principle, any function of
the dimensionless combination εκ–3k–4. However, the form of
Φ(ε, k, κ) can be judged if one uses experimental data on the late
decay of the grid-generated turbulence [16], relevant to scales of

order ldiss ≈ (ε/ )–1/4, where the normal fluid can be considered

to be at rest.
5 Note, however, that these simulations have been performed using

the so-called local induction approximation, so that the nonlocal
interaction as it takes place in classical turbulence is automati-
cally cut out.

νn
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This result has been confirmed in the most recent
theoretical work [7]. For higher counterflow velocities,
an analysis based on Eq. (2) is likely to be valid and,
therefore, a range of scales between the outer scale R
and a minimum scale to which the cascade extends due
to mutual friction occurs, and this minimum scale (it
would be misleading to call it a dissipative scale, as dis-
sipation occurs at all scales and is more important at
large ones) still exceeds the quantum scale. Within
these scales, the superfluid turbulence cannot be of the
pure Kolmogorov type—the analysis [6, 7] clearly
shows that, in such a case, there is no dissipation and
nothing stops turbulent energy from propagating to
smaller and smaller scales, eventually violating the
above condition of circulation at the smallest scale
exceeding κ. The energy spectrum thus must be of the
k–3 type, or at least of the mutual friction modulated
k−5/3 type (see Eq. (28) in [7]). We therefore have large
superfluid eddies that strongly interact via mutual fric-
tion with the normal fluid. So far, we have considered
the theoretical approach when the normal fluid is
strictly at rest, but in He II, this will most likely be vio-
lated and the normal fluid will be driven into a turbulent

Fig. 1. The observed flow phase diagram of He II and 3He–
B superfluids in the unique frame of reference where the
normal fluid is at rest. The abscissa q represents the inverse
of the Reynolds number for a superflow (for convenience,
the corresponding temperature in He II is indicated on the
upper axis), while the ordinate Res represents the strength
of circulation at the outer scale of the flow in units of κ. The
small closed circles represent the onset of turbulent state I
in apure superflow of He II when the motion of the normal
fluid was inhibited by superleaks [26]; the crosses [17] and
open circles [28] mark the transition from state I into state
II for counterflowing He II. The two large closed points
mark approximately the region where the onset of super-
fluid turbulence has been observed by various methods of
vortex loop injection into rotating 3He–B in the vortex-free
Landau state (for ∆T ≈ 0.05 Tc around 0.6T/Tc at 29 bar; see
Fig. 3 in [8]).
state as well.6 In a steady counterflow, the coupled tur-
bulence similar to the towed grid coupled turbulence
[19] is unlikely, as the big superfluid and normal eddies
are on average taken apart by the counterflow velocity.
The situation changes, however, when the heater that
generates the counterflow is turned off and the turbu-
lence decays. Large normal and superfluid eddies can
match each other, and there will be, therefore, no
energy loss by mutual friction at large scales. As a
result, the low-k part of the spectrum will change from
the k–3 type to a classical k–5/3 Kolmogorov type. We
believe that this is the reason why the so-called “anom-
alous” decay of counterflow turbulence in He II was
observed in the pioneering work of Vinen [12] and later
by Schwarz and Rosen [20]. In our own decay experi-
ments [21], we have observed that the temperature gra-
dient along the counterflow channel decays very fast
when the heater is switched off; thus, the flow can be
considered as isothermal when the second sound decay
measurement is being performed [23]. We therefore
expect that the decays of high-Res counterflow turbu-
lence and grid-generated He-II turbulence ought to dis-
play the same character. And indeed, it was clearly
shown in experiments that, for both towed grid-gener-
ated He-II turbulence [16] and high-Res counterflow
turbulence [21], most of the decay7 of the vortex line
density displays the same t–3/2 power law. This decay
law follows from the spectral decay model [16] based
on the existence of the Kolmogorov 3D energy spec-
trum, which was directly shown by Maurer and Tabel-
ing [24] to be present in classically generated 4He tur-
bulence both above and below the lambda point.

The crossover to superfluid turbulence state II has
been observed in channels with both circular and
square cross sections, but not in narrow channels with
high-aspect-ratio rectangular cross sections [25]. Natu-
rally, the transition cannot take place if the size of the
sample intervenes. If some dimension of the channel is
too small, its physical size limits the size of eddies.

There are many experimental data that can be used
in order to probe the existence of the phase diagram
(see Fig. 1) suggested by Volovik [3, 4]. The recent
experiment of Finne et al. [8] provides evidence for a
velocity-independent transition from a laminar to a tur-
bulent-flow regime in rotating 3He–B, where values of
q of order unity are experimentally easily accessible.

In He II, these large values of q occur very close to
the lambda point, where, to our knowledge, no reliable
measurements exist that can be considered in the frame
of reference of the normal fluid. On the other hand,
there is ample experimental data on counterflow He-II
turbulence at lower temperatures. However, the data on
the transition into superfluid state I (the Vinen state) in

6 That the normal fluid is likely turbulent in state II of the counter-
flow He-II turbulence is independently supported by the stability
analysis of Melotte and Barenghi [22].

7 After the energy-containing length scale becomes saturated by
the size of the channel [16].
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tubes and capillaries of various sizes cannot be reliably
used here, as it is believed that, below this threshold, the
viscous normal fluid possesses a velocity profile similar
to a flow of ordinary viscous flow in a pipe. A unique
frame of reference is not, therefore, provided by the
normal fluid. However, Baehr et al. [26] studied the
transition from dissipationless superflow to homoge-
neous superfluid turbulence, when both ends of the pipe
were blocked by superleaks and the normal fluid inside
the pipe thus remained stationary (at least, on average),
thereby providing this unique frame of reference. These
data, spanning the temperature range 1.3 K < T < 1.9 K,
mark the transition from laminar flow to the Vinen state
(state I) shown in Fig. 1.

That the existence of the normal fluid reference
frame is important can be demonstrated using the dif-
ferent set of data of Baehr and Tough [27], which was
obtained with an essentially identical setup but for
flows where, at fixed temperature, the normal and
superfluid velocities can be varied independently. If the
normal fluid flow profile were flat, one would expect
that the critical counterflow velocity for transition into
turbulent state I, simply as a consequence of the
Galilean invariance, stays unchanged. This does not
happen, as the observed critical counterflow velocity
increases with the imposed averaged normal fluid
velocity, supposedly due to the fact that its flow profile
is not flat.

Various counterflow experiments clearly display the
transition from state I (Vinen) to state II (Kolmogorov):
the signature is pronounced on temperature and pres-
sure difference versus heat-input dependences. We use
here the data of Ladner, Childers, and Tough [17] (their
Table 1), assuming that, in state I, the normal fluid pro-
file is flat, again providing the unique frame of refer-
ence in which the normal fluid is at rest. Let us point out
that this transition to a different flow regime is accom-
panied by a pronounced increase in fluctuations [18],
which is characteristic of phase transitions. The data
[17] also clearly show that, upon increasing the temper-
ature, the difference in counterflow velocity between
state I and II transitions decreases and that around 2 K
they become indistinguishable.

As another set of experimental data marking the
state I–state II transition, we have used the thermal-
conduction measurements made by Chase [28] of He II
in tubes of various diameters. We have scanned the
available experimental data and show in Fig. 2 that they
collapse onto a single curve if Reynolds number scaling
is applied. The open circles in Fig. 1 correspond to the
onset of state II.

We emphasize that the procedure used to acquire the
data points shown in the flow diagram is probably not
very accurate for several reasons, such as different tem-
perature scales or uncertainty in the values of q, and
that more work is needed to map it out accurately. We
believe, however, that the essential physics is displayed
clearly and that Fig. 1 strongly supports the ideas
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 80      No. 7      2004
underlying the physical problem of superfluid turbu-
lence.

Let us comment here on the apparent disagreement
in the zero-temperature limit between this phase flow
diagram (Vinen state preferred for any finite Res) and
the computer simulations of Araki et al. [29], which
strongly indicate the presence of Kolmogorov scaling.
Although these simulations are performed in the zero-
temperature limit in the sense that there is no normal
fluid, the simulation introduces a cutoff at the scale of
the grid used for simulations, meaning that all vortex
rings or loops smaller than this size are removed from
the flow. This effectively introduces an artificial dissi-
pative mechanism at a prescribed length scale. We
believe that any dissipative mechanism acting at some
small length scale (such as a Kelvin wave cascade with
subsequent phonon emission [30]) leads to a Kolmog-
orov cascade in the continuum approximation, as the
assumptions for it are only that there is a range of scales
where dissipation is unimportant, that the form of the
energy spectrum only depends on k, and that the total
energy decay rate ε = –dE/dt is independent of k.
Dimensional analysis then leads to the energy spectrum
of the Kolmogorov form. The physical mechanism of
the dissipation is unimportant, so long as it acts only on
small scales.

In practice, there could be a crossover from the
mutual friction-dissipation regime into a different one
that is probably based on vortex wave irradiation. The
governing equation (Eq. (2)) will have to be altered
accordingly, and a similar analysis repeated.

Fig. 2. Product of the critical heat input per unit area, Wc,
times the inner diameter of the used tube, d, marking the
onset of the turbulent state II versus temperature [28] (two
different experimental methods have been used for a tube
with d = 0.8 mm). The data obtained with tubes of various
d as indicated collapse onto a single curve. Assuming that
Ucf ∝  Wc, these sets of data demonstrate that the onset of
turbulent state II occurs at any temperature at a critical value
of Res that is shown in Fig. 1.
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To conclude, we have shown that the extraordinary
fluid properties of quantum fluids give rise to the flow
diagram suggested by Volovik [3], which contains two
distinctly different turbulent flow regimes. These can
most likely be identified with the puzzling turbulent
states I and II according to the classification scheme of
Tough [1]. We emphasize that the energy spectrum in
what is called the Kolmogorov state does not have the
classical exponent –5/3.

Discussions with many colleagues, especially with
D. Charalambous, P.V.E. McClintock, A.V. Gordeev,
N.B. Kopnin, M. Krusius, W.F. Vinen, and G.E. Volovik
are warmly acknowledged. This research was sup-
ported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic
(grant no. GACR 202/02/0251).
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Turbulence spectra in superfluids are modified by the nonlinear energy dissipation caused by the mutual friction
between quantized vortices and the normal component of the liquid. We have found a new state of fully devel-
oped turbulence, which occurs in some range of two Reynolds parameters characterizing the superfluid flow.
This state displays both the Kolmogorov–Obukhov 5/3-scaling law Ek ∝  k–5/3 and a new “3-scaling law” Ek ∝
k–3, each in a well-separated range of k. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 43.37.+q; 47.32.Cc; 67.40.Vs; 67.57.Fg
A superfluid consists of mutually penetrating com-
ponents—a viscous normal component and one or sev-
eral frictionless superfluid components. This explains
why different types of turbulent motion are possible
depending on whether the normal and the superfluid
components move together or separately. Here, we are
interested in the simplest case, in which the dynamics
of the normal component can be neglected. This occurs,
for example, in the superfluid phases of 3He, where the
normal component is so viscous that it is practically
clamped to the container walls. The role of the normal
component in this case is to provide the preferred heat-
bath reference frame, in which the normal component,
and thus the heat bath, are at rest. Dissipation takes
place when the vortices move with respect to this refer-
ence frame. Turbulence in such a superfluid component
with the normal component at rest will be called here
superfluid turbulence.

Recent experiments on 3He–B [1] demonstrated that
the fate of a few vortices injected into a rapidly moving
superfluid depends on a dimensionless intrinsic temper-
ature-dependent parameter q rather than on the flow
velocity. At q ~ 1, a rather sharp transition is observed
between laminar evolution of the injected vortices and
a turbulent many-vortex state of the whole superfluid.
This adds a new twist to the general theory of turbu-
lence in superfluids that was developed by Vinen [2, 3]
and others. Attempts to modify the theory in order to
incorporate the new phenomenon have been made in
[4–6].

¶ This article was submitted by the authors in English.
0021-3640/04/8007- $26.00 © 20479
In this letter, we describe how the celebrated Kol-
mogorov–Obukhov 5/3-law for the turbulent energy
spectrum in a normal fluid, Ek ∝  k–5/3, is modified in the
superfluid turbulence, thus giving rise to the much
steeper decrease Ek ∝  k–3.

As a starting point, we utilize a coarse-grained
hydrodynamic equation for the superfluid dynamics
with distributed vortices. In this equation, the parame-
ter q characterizes the friction force between the super-
fluid and the normal components of the liquid, which is
mediated by quantized vortices. According to this equa-
tion, turbulence develops only if the friction is rela-
tively small compared to the inertial term, i.e., when q <
1. Here, we will study the case of developed turbulence,
which must occur at q ! 1.

An important feature of superfluid turbulence is that
the vorticity of the superfluid component is quantized
in terms of the elementary circulation quantum κ (in
3He–B, κ = π"/m, where m is the mass of a 3He atom).
Thus, superfluid turbulence is the chaotic motion of
well-determined and well-separated vortex filaments
[3]. Using this as a starting point, we can simulate the
main ingredients of classical turbulence—the chaotic
dynamics of the vortex degrees of freedom of the liq-
uid. However, to make the analogy useful for classical
turbulence, one must choose the regime described by
hydrodynamic equations that are valid at length scales
above the intervortex distance, the latter being a micro-
scopic cutoff similar to the interatomic distance in con-
ventional hydrodynamics. The coarse-grained hydro-
dynamic equation for the superfluid component is
obtained from the Euler equation for the superfluid
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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velocity v ≡ vs after averaging over the vortex lines (see
review [7]):

(1)

where µ is the chemical potential and D describes the
mutual friction:

(2)

Here, w = — × v is the superfluid vorticity,  = w/ω,
vn is the velocity of the normal component (which is
fixed), and α' and α are dimensionless parameters
describing the mutual friction between the superfluid
and the normal components of the liquid mediated by
the quantized vortices that transfer momenta from the
superfluid to the normal subsystem. For a flow with
vortices locally aligned with each other, these parame-
ters enter the reactive and dissipative forces acting on a
vortex line as it moves with respect to the normal com-
ponent. For vortices in fermionic systems (superfluid
3He and superconductors), such forces acting on a vor-
tex were calculated by Kopnin [8], and they were mea-
sured in 3He–B over a broad temperature range by
Bevan et al. [9]. Here, we consider α' and α as phenom-
enological parameters, assuming the general case in
which the quantized vortices are not aligned locally
and, thus, the bare parameters are renormalized.

Further, we shall work in the reference frame in
which vn = 0. In this frame, the nondissipative first term
in Eq. (2) renormalizes the inertial term v × w in the
left-hand side of Eq. (1) by the factor 1 – α'. The role of
the Reynolds number in this hydrodynamics, i.e., the
relative magnitude of the two nonlinear terms (the iner-
tial and friction ones), is played by the velocity-inde-
pendent ratio of dimensionless parameters Re = (1 –
α')/α, which was denoted in [1] as Re = 1/q. The role of
the parameter q as the inverse Reynolds number was
demonstrated in the experiments described in [1],
where it was shown that the turbulence develops only
below some critical value of q (i.e., at q < qc ~ 1).

Here, we are interested in the region of large Rey-
nolds numbers, Re @ 1 (q ! 1), where the inertial term
is strongly dominating. In this region, one expects well-
developed turbulence characterized by a Richardson–
Kolmogorov-type cascade, which is modified due to the
nonlinear dissipation. In 3He–B, the range q ! 1occurs
at low temperatures, where α' ! α, q ≈ α. Then, the
mutual friction term in Eq. (2) can be written as

(3)

and we finally arrive at the hydrodynamic equation
(Eq. (1)) whose left-hand side is the usual Euler equa-
tion with the nonlinear term, which is responsible for
the energy cascade in the developed hydrodynamic tur-
bulence, while the right-hand side contains the nonlin-
ear dissipation term given by Eq. (3). We will describe
this cascade in the simplest possible manner, using the

∂v
∂t
------ v —⋅( )v —µ+ + D,=

D α' v vn–( )– w αŵ w v vn–( )×[ ] .×+×=

ŵ

D qw w v×[ ] / ω ,×=
differential form [10, 11] of the energy-transfer term in
the energy budget equation (the more complicated ver-
sion, using the second derivative [12], was used for
superfluid turbulence by Vinen [6]):

(4)

Here, Ek is the one-dimensional density of the turbulent
kinetic energy in the k space, defined such that the total
energy density (in the physical space) E is given by

(5)

The dissipation of energy on the scale k is described by
the $k term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4), which will
be clarified later. The idea of [10] is to relate Ek and εk

in Eq. (4) in the spirit of Kolmogorov 1941 (K41)
dimensional reasoning:

(6)

Here, C . 1 is the Kolmogorov dimensionless constant.
In the absence of dissipation, Eq. (4) immediately pro-
duces the stationary solution εk = ε with constant energy
flux ε in the inertial interval of scales. Then, Eq. (6)
turns into the Kolmogorov–Obukhov 5/3-law for Ek:

(7)

The goal of this letter is to describe a possible mod-
ification of the scaling exponents in Ek due to form (3)
of the dissipation term, which is different than in the
Navier–Stokes equation. The energy-balance equation
in the differential approximation (Eq. (4)) is just an ade-
quate tool for this study: it is as simple as possible, but
not excessively. A more accurate integral representation
for the energy-transfer term gives exactly the same
results for the scaling exponents, because they arise
from the power counting. Clearly, approximation (4)
does not accurately control the numerical prefactors
and the exact functional form of the possible crossover
region, but these are not important for the questions we
aim to study here.

Within the same level of accuracy, we can simplify
the vectorial structure of the dissipation term D and
average Eq. (3) over the directions of the vorticity w (at
fixed direction of v):

(8)

Again, we are not bothered by the numbers and, there-
fore, have skipped for simplicity the factor 2/3 in the
Eq. (8). Notice that vorticity in hydrodynamic turbu-
lence is usually dominated by the k eddies (i.e., motions
on the scale ~1/k) with the largest characteristic
wavevector kmax. These eddies have the smallest turn-
over time τmin that is of the order of their decorrelation
time. One can show that the main contribution to the
velocity (not vorticity) in the equation for the dissipa-

∂Ek

∂t
--------- $k–

∂εk

∂k
-------.–=

E
1
2
--- v 2〈 〉≡ kEk.d∫=

Ek Cεk
2/3k 5/3– .=

Ek Cε2/3k 5/3– .=

D D〈 〉 w/ ω
2
3
---q ω v q ω v.–=
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tion of the k eddies, $k, with the intermediate wavevec-
tors k, 1/R < k ! kmax, is dominated by the k' eddies with
k' ~ k. Because the turnover time of these eddies τk' @
τmin, we can think of |ω| in Eq. (8) on the time intervals
of interest (τmin ! τ ! τk') as a self-averaging quantity,
because it is almost uncorrelated with the velocity v,
which can be treated as dynamical variable. In this
study, this allows us to neglect in Eq. (8) the fluctuating
part of |ω| and to replace |ω| by its mean value. In this
approximation, Eq. (8) takes a very simple form:

(9)

From Eq. (9), one easily finds that

(10)

and the balance equation (Eq. (4)) in the steady state
finally takes the form

(11)

in which, for simplicity, we have put C = 1, because, in
our simple approach, we are not controlling numbers of
the order of unity.

Let us analyze the solutions of Eq. (11) that arise in
the presence of a fixed energy influx ek = e+ at k = 1/R
into the turbulent system. Hereafter, R is the outer scale
of turbulence that is of the order of the radius of the cry-
ostat. In terms of the dimensionless variables p = kR,
fp = ep/e+, γ = ΓR/V, and V = (e+R)1/3, we have

(12)

The solution to this, with the boundary condition
f |p = 1 = 1, is

(13)

or, in terms of the dimensional energy spectrum,

(14)

Then, expressing the mean vorticity through this energy
spectrum, one obtains the closed equation for the
parameter γ:

(15)

which manifests the existence of several different
regimes of turbulence. We consider first the case in
which the resulting γ < 1 and Eq. (14) can be rewritten as

(16)

where

(17)

D Γv, Γ qω0, ω0 ω〈 〉 .≡≡–=

$k Γ Ek,=

∂εk

∂k
------- 2Γεk

2/3k 5/3– ,–=

∂ f p

∂p
--------- 2γ f p

2/3 p 5/3– .–=

f p
1/3 γp 2/3– 1 γ,–+=

Ek
V2

k kR( )2/3
-------------------- 1 γ

kR( )2/3
----------------- γ–+

2
.=

Γ γV /R qω0 γ( ),= =

Ek
V2γ2

R2k5/3
-------------- 1

k2/3
-------- 1

kcr
2/3

--------+
2
,=

kcr
γ3/2

1 γ–( )3/2R
--------------------------≡
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is a crossover wavenumber separating two different
scaling ranges. For k @ kcr, we have the K41 scaling, in
which the dissipation is negligible and the energy flux
is approximately constant:

(18)

This equation can be rewritten in the traditional form
(Eq. (7))

(19)

in which the energy flux ε∞ for k > kcr due to the mutual
friction can be much smaller than the energy influx ε+
into the turbulent system:

(20)

In order to see how εk decreases toward large k,
approaching ε∞ at k ~ kcr, we consider the region k ! kcr.
In this region, Eqs. (13) and (14) yield

(21)

Thus, the rate of the energy dissipation, which is pro-
portional to Ek, decreases toward large k and becomes
insignificant at k @ kcr. In this region, εk . ε∞ and one
has the K41 scaling (Eq. (19)).

Notice that the k–3 spectrum (Eq. (21)) corresponds
to the balance between the energy flux and the dissipa-
tion due to the mutual friction. This follows from the
energy balance equation (Eq. (11)), but it can also be
directly understood in the r representation. Indeed, the

energy flux in the scale r can be evaluated as /r,

while the energy dissipation is Γ . Here, Vr is the
characteristic velocity of eddies on the scale r, i.e., the
velocity increment across the separation r. The balance

yields Vr . Γr, i.e., the energy of the r eddies  ∝  r2.
In the k representation, this gives the one-dimensional
energy spectrum Ek ∝  k–3, i.e., the 3-law (Eq. (21)).

The K41 scaling ends by a cutoff at a “microscopic”
scale 1/k∗ , at which circulation in the k∗  eddy reaches
the circulation quantum κ:

(22)

i.e.,

(23)

where 12 = RV/κ is the “quantum Reynolds number”
[1]. The parameter 1 can be considered as the ratio of
R to the mean intervortex distance. Clearly, with the
classical approach to the problem, we can consider only
the limit 1 @ 1.

Ek
V2 1 γ–( )2

R2/3k5/3
-------------------------.=

Ek  . ε∞
2/3k 5/3– ,

ε∞ ε+ 1 γ–( )3 ε+.<=

εk

ε+

kR( )2
-------------, Ek

V2γ2

R2k3
-----------.= =

Vr
3

Vr
2

Vr
2

κ v *
k*
-------∼ RV 1 γ–( )

k*R( )4/3
-------------------------,=

k*R( )4/3 12
1 γ–( ),∼
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Now, we can clarify the equation of self-consistency
(Eq. (15)) for γ. Estimating ω0 as follows

and using Eqs. (15) and (16), one gets

(24)

Together with Eqs. (17) and (23), which relate k∗  and
kcr to γ and 1, this equation allows one to find γ, k∗ , and
kcr in terms of the “external parameters” of the problem,
q and 1. As we pointed out, the classical regime of
developed turbulence corresponds to the region q ! 1,
1 @ 1.

We consider first the case in which the inner (quan-
tum) scale of turbulence is well separated from the
crossover scale: k∗  @ kcr . Then, the main contribution
to the integral in Eq. (24) comes from the region k @ kcr,
where the second term in the integral dominates. There-
fore, Eq. (24) gives the relationship

(25)

which, together with Eqs. (17) and (23), yields an equa-
tion for γ:

(26)

For q1 ! 1, the solution is γ . q1 < 1, which gives
Rkcr . (q1)3/2 < 1 and

(27)

This means that, for q1 ! 1 in the entire inertial inter-
val 1/R < k < k∗ , one has the usual Kolmogorov–
Obukhov spectrum with the small (on the order of q1)
negative corrections. In other words, at q1 ! 1 the
mutual friction has a negligible effect on the statistics
of turbulence.

The situation is different in the region q1 @ 1. In
this case, the solution to Eq. (26) is 1 – γ . (q1)–2/3 !
1 and, instead of Eq. (27), one has

(28)

One sees that the pumping and the crossover scales are
well separated if q1 @ 1. Under this condition, the
quantum cutoff scale is also well separated.

ω0
2 ω〈 〉 2
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k2/3
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kcr
2/3
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2
, for q1 @ 1,

kcrR . q1, k*R . 1/q1/2
 @ kcrR.
Up to now, we have assumed that the second term in
[…] in integral (24) is dominant. In the opposite case,
instead of Eqs. (25) and (26), one has

(29)

Taking into account that we are considering solutions in
which the first term in […] in integral (24) is dominant,
we have to take kcr > k∗ , which gives 1 > exp(1/q2).
Therefore, the range of parameters in which the two-
cascade regime (Eq. (28)) occurs is

(30)

An important feature of this solution is that both the
energy spectrum Ek and the spectrum of the flow dissi-
pation εk are concentrated at the largest length scale R,
whereas the dissipation is mediated by the vorticity ω0
concentrated at the smallest (microscopic) scale 1/k∗ .
Therefore, the energy balance between the Kolmog-
orov cascade and the energy dissipation must already
occur for the largest eddies. This gives the condition [5]

(31)

This means that, in this turbulent state, the mean vortic-
ity is ω0 = Γ/q = U/qR. If q1 @ 1, one has γ close to 1,
and, thus, our double-cascade solution (Eq. (28)) satis-
fies the large-scale balance (Eq. (31)).

At q1 ~ 1, one has kcr = 1/R; i.e., the region of the
k–3 spectrum shrinks. At q1 ! 1, the parameter γ devi-
ates from unity: γ . q1. Here, two scenarios are possi-
ble. In the first one, we have solution (27), in which the
mutual friction is unessential and thus is unable to com-
pensate the Kolmogorov cascade. When the intervortex
distance scale is reached, the Kolmogorov energy cas-
cade is then transformed to the Kelvin wave cascade [3]
for the isolated vortices. In the second scenario, sug-
gested in [5, 13], at q1 ! 1 the turbulent state is com-
pletely reconstructed, and the so-called Vinen state
emerges. This state, introduced by Vinen [14] and then
by Schwarz [15], contains a single scale r = κ/V and
thus no cascade.

Another interesting case to consider is γ > 1, when
Eq. (14) for Ek can be rewritten as follows:

(32)

where

(33)
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Here, the Kolmogorov cascade has stopped already at

the scale , and the equation for γ reads

(34)

The solution satisfying the large-scale energy balance
γ . 1 is

(35)

This solution is self-consistent and does not require the
microscopic-scale cutoff if the circulation at the scale

 is big enough, i.e., if v cr/  @ κ. This occurs, how-
ever, at very large counterflow 1 @ exp(1/q2). We think
that this solution is unstable. Indeed, let us consider a
perturbation of this spectrum in the form of cutting off
its tail. This will lead to a reduction in the dissipation
rate, so that the subsequent evolution will build a K41
constant-flux tail rather than restore the k–3 scaling. The
K41 tail will strengthen until its contribution to the fric-
tion will restore the energy balance. Thus, the resulting
new steady state will have the K41 part, i.e., will be of
the first kind.

A summary of the different regimes (without the
possible Vinen state) is shown in the table.

Now, let us compare our results for the superfluid
turbulence with earlier works. In [5, 13], the effect of
the mutual friction on the high-momentum tail was
overestimated, which led to an incorrect result for the
spectrum of dissipation at high momenta. However,
some general features suggested in [5] remain the
same. In particular, there are different regimes of the
superfluid turbulence. The transition line between two
turbulent regimes, q1 . 1, was correctly determined in
[5, 13], as was the vorticity in the regime of cascade,
ω0 = V/qR. Recently, Vinen [6] used a diffusion-equa-
tion model, which is similar in spirit to the model used
in our letter and, perhaps, even better because it prop-
erly accounts not only for the cascade states but also for
the thermodynamic equilibria. However, this equation
is harder to solve analytically, and thus Vinen used
numerical simulations. His qualitative and numerical
results are consistent with our analytic solution.

In conclusion, we have discussed the spectrum of
the superfluid turbulence governed by the nonlinear
energy dissipation due to the mutual friction between
the vortices and the normal component of the liquid,
which remains at rest. We found that, in agreement with
[1, 5], the flow states are determined by two dimension-
less parameters: the velocity-independent Reynolds
number Re = 1/q, which separates the laminar and tur-
bulent states, and the quantum velocity-dependent

parameter 1 = , which contains the quantum of
circulation around the quantum vortices κ and which
determines the transition, or crossover, between differ-
ent regimes of superfluid turbulence. In some region of
the (q, 1) plane, we found a turbulent state with a well-

k̃cr

1 . q
3
2
--- γ

γ 1–( )
----------------ln .

γ 1 . 2/3q2–( ).exp–

k̃cr k̃cr

VR/κ
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defined Richardson-type cascade. This state displays both
the Kolmogorov–Obukhov 5/3-scaling law Ek ∝  k–5/3 and
the new “3-scaling law” Ek ∝  k–3, each in a well-sepa-
rated range of k. A possible connection of the phase dia-
gram of the flow states to experimental observations is
discussed in [16].

This work was completed as the result of collabora-
tion during the workshop on “Turbulence and Vacuum
Instability in Condensed Matter and Cosmology” that
was organized in the framework of the ESF Program
COSLAB. G.E.V. thanks V.V. Lebedev and W.F. Vinen
for fruitful criticism. The work is supported by ULTI-4
and also in part by the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research (project no. 02-02-16218) and the US–Israel
Binational Science Foundation.
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Scaling-range boundaries in the cases of weak, intermediate,
and strong pumping

Intensity, 1 Crossover, kcrR
Quantum

cutoff, k*R

1 < 1 < 1/q None, 5/3-scaling 13/2

1 < 1/q < 1 < q1

1 <  < 1 None, 3-scaling
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A two-component thin-layer acoustic superlattice (one-dimensional phononic crystal), in which one of the lay-
ers of the superlattice period is near the proper ferroelastic phase transition, is considered. The necessary con-
ditions under which a bulk elastic wave incident on the outer surface of the superlattice excites a refracted wave
with negative acoustic refraction (at the fundamental or multiple frequency) have been determined. © 2004
MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 42.70.Qs; 68.35.–p; 68.65.–k
The conditions of the propagation and localization
of elastic waves in acoustically continuous periodic
media (phononic crystals) have been analyzed in
numerous works, and the acoustics of phononic crystals
is closely similar to the electrodynamics of photonic
crystals. Nevertheless, the study of the dynamics of
composite elastic media have been focused on the con-
ditions of formation of absolute band gaps for bulk
elastic waves [1].

In this work, we consider a one-dimensional
phononic crystal and show that, if at least one of the
elastic layers forming the elementary period of the
superlattice structure is near the proper ferroelastic
phase transition, such a composite medium can exhibit
a number of new acoustic effects whose electromag-
netic analogs have being actively investigated in the
dynamics of photonic crystals [2, 3] with negative
refraction indices. These effects have not yet been
shown for phononic crystals and include negative
acoustic refraction [i.e., group velocities of the incident
and refracted elastic waves (at the fundamental or mul-
tiple frequency) lie on the same side of the normal to
the interface between media—the tangential compo-
nents of the group velocity of the incident and refracted
waves differ in sign].

Let the spatial structure of the two-component
superlattice under investigation coincide with that stud-
ied in [4]; i.e., it is translation invariant along the nor-
mal to the interface between the layers with thicknesses
d1 and d2 (D = d1 + d2 is the elementary period of the
structure). For clarity and simplicity of calculations, we
assume that the first and second media are elastically
isotropic and have the same Lamé constants λ1 = λ2 = λ
and µ1 = µ2 = µ and densities ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ.

For a single-component proper ferroelastic phase
transition with the symmetry group of the 222
0021-3640/04/8007- $26.00 © 20484
paraphase, the thermodynamic potentials of the first
and second media are represented in the form [5]

(1)

respectively. Here, γ is the linear striction, α > 0 is the
uniaxial anisotropy constant, uik ( ) is the elastic
strain tensor in the first (second) medium, and E is the
electric field. Since the superlattice is assumed to be
acoustically continuous, the corresponding system of
elastic boundary conditions is represented in the form

(2)

Here, σik ( ) is the elastic stress tensor in the first
(second) medium; N = 0, 1, …; and ξ is the coordinate
along the normal n to the interface between the media.
Since the second medium is assumed to be ideally con-
ductive, the following condition is satisfied on both
sides of each of the ferroelastic films (first medium):

(3)

where τ is the unit vector along the direction of wave
propagation in the layer plane. The features of the prop-
agation of elastic waves in the superlattice “piezoelec-
tric–ideal metal,” where the natural degrees of freedom
were disregarded (α  0), were analyzed in [6].

If the wavenumber k⊥  and frequency ω of the elastic
wave under consideration are such that the normal com-
ponents k||1 and k||2 of the wave vectors of the bulk
waves propagating in the first and second media,
respectively, satisfy the inequalities

(4)
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the elastic dynamics of such a thin-layer superlattice
can be analyzed in the effective-medium approximation
according to [7].

It follows from Eqs. (1)–(4) that the linear elastic
dynamics of such an effectively spatially homogeneous
medium is described by the set of effective elastic mod-
uli  satisfying the relation

(5)

Here, 〈A〉  ≡ f1A1 + f2A2, where f1 = d1/D and f2 = d2/D, is
the averaging of quantity A over the superlattice period
D under conditions (2)–(4). This approach is widely
used to analyze the polariton dynamics of thin-layer
superlattices [8].

According to [7], the effective medium specified by
Eqs. (1)–(5) has hexagonal symmetry, and, if the nor-
mal n to the interface between the layers coincides with
one of the basic coordinate axes,  is the only modu-
lus differing from the elastic-medium case (λ, µ):

(6)

(7)

(8)

Let the superlattice under consideration fill the lower
half-space (ξ < 0) and its outer surface (ξ = 0) have con-
tinuous acoustic contact with the homogeneous elasti-
cally isotropic half-space (ξ > 0), from which the bulk
elastic wave with frequency ω and wavenumber k⊥  is
incident on the surface of the superlattice. In what fol-
lows, we consider only the case, where the normal to
the incidence plane coincides with one of the basic
coordinate axes. Therefore, elastic normal waves
excited in the superlattice include waves polarized both
in the incidence plane (quasi-longitudinal and quasi-
transverse modes) and perpendicularly to it (SH wave).
If k ∈  XZ or k ∈  YZ, the quasi-longitudinal and quasi-
transverse waves change into the longitudinal and
transverse waves (P and SV waves), respectively.

As was already known [9], the kinematics of the
reflected (refracted) normal wave with a given fre-
quency ω and projection k⊥  of its wave vector k onto the
surface of the medium is determined by the structure of
the section of its wave-vector surface (WVS) by the
reflection (refraction) plane in k space. The radius vec-
tor of a point in such a section is collinear to the phase-
velocity direction (k⊥ , k||), and the outer normal is
directed along the group velocity of the excited normal
mode k|| = k||(k⊥ , ω) (k|| is the projection of the wave vec-
tor of the excited wave onto the normal to the interface
between the media). Thus, there are the following four
types of points of the WVS section that differ in the

cik

σik〈 〉 cik uik〈 〉 .=

c66
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signs of the projections of the wave and group veloci-
ties onto both the interface between the media and the
normal to the interface (we consider only the case,
where the phase and group velocities of the refracted
wave lie in one plane):

(9)

The refracted wave must always satisfy the following
two conditions. First, the tangential projections of the
wave vectors of the incident (k⊥ i) and refracted (k⊥ r)
waves at the interface between the media are equal to
each other. Second, the group velocity of the refracted
wave forms an acute angle with the inner normal to the
interface between the media (n∂ω/∂kr < 0). Thus, nega-
tive refraction k⊥ r∂ω/∂k⊥ r < 0 is principally possible
only for points of the C and D types specified by
Eqs. (9) of the WVS of the refracted wave.

According to Eqs. (6)–(9), negative acoustic refrac-
tion is possible for the refracted SH type wave if

(10)

In this case, the corresponding section of the WVS by
the incidence plane has the form

(11)

where  +  = k2,  ≡ k⊥ /k||, and  = µ/ρ. If

(12)

then

(13)

and it follows from Eqs. (6)–(9) that the phase veloci-
ties of the incident and refracted SH waves lie on the
same side of the inner normal to the interface between
the media in this geometry, whereas the group velocity
of the refracted shear wave satisfies the condition
k⊥ ∂ω/∂k⊥  > 0; i.e., the effect of negative acoustic refrac-
tion is absent.

Negative acoustic refraction is possible not only
when the refracted elastic wave is polarized orthogo-
nally to the incidence plane (sagittal plane), but also
when the refracted elastic wave is polarized in the inci-
dence plane. This is possible in the model of the thin-
layer superlattice under consideration if (001) is the
normal to the incidence plane.

Let n || X or n || Y. In this case, calculation using
Eqs. (6)–(8) shows that the birefringence effect occurs
in the thin-layer superlattice under consideration with
no change in the branch. Both branches belong to the
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same mode (have the same frequency ω, polarization,
and wavenumber k⊥ ) of the spectrum of normal elastic
oscillations (quasi-transverse mode). The section of the
corresponding WVS cavity by the incidence plane with
the (001) normal is given by the relation

(14)

According to Eq. (14), negative acoustic refraction
as specified by Eqs. (9) is possible for the given k⊥  and
ω values only for one of the branches of the refracted
quasi-bulk wave if k⊥  > k∗  and

(15)

or

(16)

Here, k∗  is the k⊥  value satisfying the relation ∂k||/∂k⊥  = 0.

The effect of negative acoustic refraction is absent for
the second branch of refracted quasi-transverse wave (14),
which has the same polarization, frequency ω, and wave-
number k⊥ ; i.e., k⊥ ∂ω/∂k⊥  > 0, and the phase velocities of
the incident and refracted waves lie on the same side of the
inner normal to the interface between the media.

It should be noted that the one-dimensional final-
thickness phononic crystal focuses an acoustic wave
incident on its outer surface if the bulk elastic wave
generated by this wave inside the phononic crystal has
the above effect of negative acoustic refraction. By
analogy with photonic crystals [10], the above effect of
negative acoustic refraction can be manifested in the
nonlinear elastic dynamics of the one-dimensional
phononic crystal particularly for the generation of the
refracted wave with multiple harmonics. In particular,
the SH wave incident on the surface of the superlattice,
which is given by Eqs. (6)–(8) with frequency ω, has a
tangential group-velocity component that differs in
sign from the corresponding component of the
refracted quasi-transverse wave (SV wave) with a fre-
quency that is a multiple of the fundamental frequency:
mω (m = 2, 3, …); i.e.,

(17)

if n || Z, k ∈  XZ, and u || Y (or n || Z, k ∈  YZ, and u || X)
for the SH wave.

Although the Gaussian curvature of the section of
the WVS by the incidence plane is negative at a point
satisfying the condition k⊥ i = k⊥ r in all cases (9), this
condition is not necessary. In particular, if the angle
between the Z axis and the normal n to the interface
between the layers in the incidence plane XZ is equal to
φ0 in the ferroelastic layer (first medium) of the period
of the superlattice under consideration, it follows from

k2 A A2 4B–+
2B

---------------------------------ω2
;=

A λ 2µ c66,+ +=

B λ 2µ+( )c66 0.25+ 2λ 3µ+( ) µ 2c66–( ) 2φ.sin
2

=

2λ 3µ+( )/2– c66 0<<

c66 ω( )

> µ 2λ 3µ+( ) 0.25 3λ 4µ+( )2+ 0.5 3λ 4µ+( ).–

c66 ω( ) 0<
Eqs. (3)–(6) that the section of the WVS of the SH shear
wave with k ∈  XZ and u || Y by this plane is described
by the relation

(18)
where

Therefore, the negative acoustic refraction defined
by Eqs. (9) occurs when k⊥  < k∗  even for  > 0 (i.e.,
when the WVS is convex). However, the effect in this
case is not mutual under the change k⊥   –k⊥  (the
superlattice is also assumed to occupy the lower half-
space ξ < 0).

It should be noted that, in addition to striction, other
mechanisms can be responsible for negative curvature
in the section of the WVS by the sagittal plane and,
therefore, for negative acoustic refraction at the funda-
mental and multiple frequencies. Piezoelectric and pie-
zomagnetic effects for the SH waves, as well as the
anisotropy of the elastic properties for quasi-transverse
elastic waves, are among these mechanisms.

An acoustically continuous magnetic superlattice
(one-dimensional magnetic phononic crystal) can be
used as a composite medium in which the above effects
are possible.
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Solid-state synthesis in Ni/Fe/MgO(001) bilayer epitaxial thin films has been studied experimentally. The phase
sequence Fe/Ni  (~350°C)Ni3Fe  (~400°C)NiFe  (~550°C)γpar is formed as the annealing temper-
ature increases. The crystal structure in the invar region consists of epitaxially intergrown single-crystal blocks
consisting of the paramagnetic γpar and ferromagnetic NiFe phases, which satisfy the orientation relationship
[100](001)NiFe || [100](001)γpar. It has been shown that the nucleation temperatures of the Ni3Fe, NiFe, and
γpar phases coincide with the temperatures of solid-state transformations in the Ni–Fe system. © 2004 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 68.35.Rh; 68.55.Ac; 75.50.Bb
Iron–nickel alloys have been intensively studied for
more than a century. The most striking feature of the Fe–
Ni system with a high Fe concentration (CFe ~ 65 at. %)
is a very low or even negative coefficient of thermal
expansion. However, other physical characteristics,
such as the Grüneisen parameter, elastic moduli, spe-
cific heats, magnetization, and resistivity also behave
anomalously as functions of temperature, pressure, and
magnetic field. These anomalous physical and mag-
netic properties are known as the invar problem [1]. The
invar behavior has been observed for a number of iron
alloys. The invar properties disappear above the Curie
temperature, which indicates that the invar problem is
associated with the existence of magnetic order in
alloys. Most researches believe that the invar anomalies
should be attributed to the existence of two electron
spin states of iron in the γ phase. The first state is a low-
spin γLS state with a small lattice constant (a ~
0.355 nm). The second state is a ferromagnetic (high-
spin γHS) state with a large lattice constant (a ~
0.364 nm) [1]. According to theoretical calculations,
γ iron and invar alloys with various lattice constants
include many spin structures with very close energies
(see [2, 3] and references cited therein) that are trans-
formed to each other under varying temperatures and
which can be responsible for the invar effect in the Fe–
Ni system [3]. However, theoretical models are incon-
sistent with experimental data, where lattices with a >
0.36 nm for equilibrium γ phases of iron–nickel alloys
have not yet been observed. Iron–nickel samples exhib-
iting the invar anomalies are metastable. Their transi-
tion to the equilibrium state is accompanied by the
phase decomposition of the initial single γ-FeNi phase
into a mixture of either γ and α phases in the process of
0021-3640/04/8007- $26.00 © 20487
low-temperature annealing or two γ phases for irradi-
ated samples [1, 4–7]. The ordered (or partially
ordered) ferromagnetic FeNi phase of the equiatomic
composition is one of the γ phases, and the paramag-
netic γpar phase is the second γ phase [1, 4–7]. The para-
magnetic γpar phase is thought to be either the iron-rich
FeNi phase or the Fe3Ni phase [7, 8]. Mössbauer spec-
troscopy of iron–nickel alloys irradiated by fast elec-
trons and invar meteorites (taenite) shows that two epi-
taxially intergrown γ phases with identical or close lat-
tice constants exist at room temperature. These alloys
do not undergo the γ  α martensitic transformation
and have no invar properties [1, 4, 5, 7].

The existence of the paramagnetic phase in iron–
nickel alloys is well established. However, information
is scarce about possible mechanisms of its formation,
and data on the epitaxial relations with the FeNi phase
are absent.

In this work, the formation of phases at the Fe/Ni
interface under increasing annealing temperature and
the conditions of formation of the paramagnetic γpar
phase in epitaxial Ni/Fe/MgO(001) thin films by solid-
state synthesis are investigated.

Initial Ni/Fe/MgO(001) samples were obtained by
the sequential vacuum deposition of iron and nickel
layers on a freshly chipped MgO(001) surface. The
thicknesses of iron and nickel films lay in the ranges
150–160 and 50–60 nm, respectively. This layer ratio
ensured the formation of invar iron–nickel alloys after
solid-state synthesis. To obtain epitaxial layers of iron
and nickel, a substrate temperature of 250°C was kept
during deposition. Figure 1a shows the diffraction pat-
tern (CuKα radiation) of the initial Ni/Fe/MgO(001)
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the (002) x-ray reflection of the γ phase
in the Ni/Fe/MgO(001) sample during solid-state synthesis
for various annealing temperatures: (a) initial sample,
(b) 450, (c) 550, and (d) 800°C.

Fig. 2. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of the Ni/Fe/MgO(001) film
sample after annealing at various temperatures: (a) initial
sample, (b) 550, and (c) 800°C.
sample. This pattern includes only the Fe(002) and
Ni(002) reflections and shows the epitaxial growth of
the Fe(001) and Ni(001) layers on the MgO(001) sur-
face under these deposition conditions. It is known that
α-Fe and Ni epitaxial films grow on the MgO(001) sur-
face with the maintenance of the orientation relation-
ships [110](001)α-Fe || [100](001)MgO [9, 10] and
[100](001)Ni || [100](001)MgO [10], respectively.
Therefore, it should be expected that the initial
Ni(001)/Fe(001)/MgO(001) samples have the same ori-
entation relationships: [100](001)Ni || [110](001)α-Fe ||
[100](001)MgO. The Mössbauer spectra of the initial
Ni(001)/Fe(001)/MgO(001) samples (Fig. 2a) involve
lines in the ratio 3 : 4 : 1 and corroborate formation of
α-Fe films on the MgO(001) substrate with the easy
magnetization axis in the film plane.

The initial Ni(001)/Fe(001)/MgO(001) samples
were subjected to temperature annealing through 50°C
in the temperature range (300–700)°C during 30 min.
Diffraction data show that the nickel film reacts com-
pletely at an annealing temperature of about 350°C, and
that a new phase with a lattice constant a = 0.3536 nm
is formed. Among stable intermetallic compounds, only
the Ni3Fe phase has a close lattice constant a = 0.3545
(JCPDS card 38-0419). However, epitaxial permalloy
films with certain thicknesses may have a much smaller
lattice constant a = 0.3529 nm [11]. This implies that
Ni3Fe is first formed at the interface of the Ni(001) and
Fe(001) layers. The (002) reflection is single and strong
and implies the epitaxial growth of the Ni3Fe phase.
The lattice constant close to the Ni lattice constant indi-
cates that solid-state synthesis gives rise to the replace-
ment of the Ni layer by the Ni3Fe layer on the Fe(001)
surface with the conservation of the orientation rela-
tionships [100](001)Ni3Fe || [110](001)α-Fe ||
[100](001)MgO. An increase in the annealing tempera-
ture to ~400°C leads to formation of the NiFe phase
with a lattice constant a = 0.3568 nm, which is slightly
less than that in meteorite lamels [12]. The NiFe phase
also grows epitaxially (Fig. 1b) between the Ni3Fe(001)
and Fe(001) layers. This growth of the NiFe phase on
the Fe(001) surface corresponds to the orientation rela-
tionships [100](001)Ni3Fe || [100](001)NiFe ||
[110](001)α-Fe || [100](001)MgO. The Ni3Fe phase
disappears at an annealing temperature of about 500°C.

Formation of the Ni3Fe and NiFe phases in the tem-
perature range up to 550°C due to solid-state synthesis
does not change the magnetization of the sample
(Fig. 3), which is indicated by the additive contribution
of the magnetic moments of iron and nickel atoms to
the magnetization of the sample after the reaction. This
magnetization lies on the Slater–Pauling curve. How-
ever, the magnetization of the sample drops sharply for
a temperature of about 550°C (Fig. 3), which is associ-
ated with formation of a nonferromagnetic phase. The
Mössbauer spectra also change and show that this
phase is paramagnetic at room temperature (Fig. 2b).
Diffraction reflections corroborate the formation of a
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 80      No. 7      2004
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new phase with a lattice constant a = 0.3600 nm (Fig. 1c),
which corresponds to an atomically disordered γpar
phase (taenite phase, JCPDS card 47-1417). The para-
magnetic γpar phase is a product of the solid-state syn-
thesis of the residual iron layer in the NiFe phase. The
γpar phase, as well as the Ni3Fe and NiFe phases, grows
epitaxially (Fig. 1c) at the Fe(001)–NiFe(001) inter-
face, satisfying the orientation relationships
[100](001)NiFe || [100](001)γpar || [100](001)MgO.
Further annealing to a temperature of 800°C does not
lead to formation of new phases, but the residual iron
layer reacts completely, which increases the γpar layer
(Figs. 1d, 2c), and the NiFe(002) and γpar(002) are
clearly separated from each other (Fig. 1d).

An increase in the annealing time at a temperature
of 700°C does not change the ratio of the intensities of
the NiFe(002) and γpar(002) diffraction peaks. Quench-
ing from room temperature to liquid-nitrogen tempera-
ture is not accompanied by the martensitic transforma-
tion. The absence of rearrangements implies that
[100](001)NiFe || [100](001)γpar epitaxially intergrown
single-crystal blocks, which consist of the paramag-
netic γpar and ferromagnetic NiFe phases, are structur-
ally stable in thin films over a wide temperature range.
These samples are characterized by magnetocrystalline
anisotropy with the constant K1 = –2.2 × 104 erg/cm3 in
the plane, which corroborates the epitaxial growth of
the Ni3Fe, NiFe, and γpar phases in the process of solid-
state synthesis. All Mössbauer spectra of these samples
contain a sextet from the NiFe ferromagnetic phase and
a paramagnetic singlet from the γpar phase. Thus, the
mechanism of the solid-state synthesis of intermetal-
lides at the interface of the Fe(001) and Ni(001) single-
crystal films may be as follows. Above 350°C, iron
atoms begin to diffuse and discretely expand the nickel
lattice with the sequential formation of the Ni3Fe and
NiFe phases. The further migration of iron atoms into
the NiFe lattice at a temperature of about 550°C leads
to the further expansion of the lattice, destruction of the
ferromagnetic order in it, and formation of the γpar
phase. The above experimental data show that the two
coherently intergrown γ phases obtained in this work
are identical to the structure of irradiated iron–nickel
alloys and invar meteorites [1, 4–8].

Numerous investigations have shown that a phase of
reaction products, called the first phase, is formed in
bilayer and multilayer films at a certain temperature
upon heating. With a further increase in the annealing
temperature, new phases, called phase sequences, are
sequentially formed [13]. As was shown in [14–17], the
initiation temperatures of solid-state reactions coincide
with the temperatures of solid-state transformations of
the reaction products. Indeed, solid-state synthesis in
S/Fe bilayer films is initiated at the temperature of the
metal–dielectric phase transition in iron monosulphide
(FeS) [14]. The connection of solid-state synthesis with
the order–disorder phase transition was investigated for
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 80      No. 7      2004
the Cu–Au system, which is classical for the ordering
phenomenon. Solid-state reactions in Cu/Au bilayer
films proceed at the Kurnakov temperature of the CuAu
superstructure formed in the reaction products [15]. It
was shown in [16] that solid-state synthesis in Se/Cu
bilayer films is associated with the superionic transition
in copper selenide. Martensitic transformations are dif-
fusionless solid-state transformations, wherein atoms
pass from the austenite phase to the martensite phase by
collective coherent motion without the rupture of
chemical bonds. For this reason, it was surprising that
compounds were formed at the temperature AS of the
reverse martensitic transformation [17].

According to the above analysis, solid-state synthe-
sis in Fe/Ni bilayer films leads to formation of the phase
sequence Fe/Ni  (~350°C)Ni3Fe 
(~400°C)NiFe  (~550°C) γpar. Therefore, the nucle-
ation temperatures of the Ni3Fe, NiFe, and γpar phases
must coincide with the temperatures of solid-state
transformations of these phases. At present, reliable
phase-transformation diagrams are absent for the Ni–
Fe system. In the last variant of the state diagram for the
Ni–Fe system, the temperature T0(Ni3Fe) = 350°C cor-
responds to the temperature (345°C) of eutectoid
decomposition into a mixture of α-Fe and Ni3Fe phases
[18]. The temperature T0(NiFe) = 400°C is close to the
temperature (389°C) of the monotectic horizontal cor-
responding to decomposition into the paramagnetic and
ferromagnetic phases [18]. The temperature T0(γpar) =
550°C must correspond to the temperature AS of the
inverse martensitic transformation. Experimental AS
values are absent for iron–nickel films and vary within
the range (300–700)°C for bulk samples. The above
comparison of the phase-nucleation temperatures with
the temperatures of solid phase transformations in the
Fe–Ni system is preliminary and requires further
refinement.

Thus, it was shown that the phases Ni3Fe (a =
0.3536 nm), NiFe (a = 0.3568 nm), and γpar (a =

Fig. 3. Relative saturation magnetization of the
Ni/Fe/MgO(001) film sample vs. annealing temperature.
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0.3600 nm) are sequentially formed at the interface of
the Ni(001) and Fe(001) epitaxial layers as the anneal-
ing temperature increases. These phases are presum-
edly formed due to the migration of iron atoms into the
nickel lattice with the conservation of the orientation
relationships. The final products of solid-state synthesis
are single-crystal blocks of the ferromagnetic NiFe and
paramagnetic γpar phases that are coherently intergrown
and that have different lattice constants. An important
conclusion is that the crystal structures of two γ phases
intergrown due to solid-state synthesis in thin films,
irradiated bulkiron–nickel alloys, and invar meteorites
are identical.

This work was supported by the OAO MMK Foun-
dation, the Research & Technological Centre Ausferr,
and the Intels Foundation for Science and Education
(project no. 10-03-02).
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Three-layer magnetic film systems Fe/Si/Fe have been studied by the method of magnetic resonance. It is estab-
lished that the ferromagnetic layer thickness affects the magnitude of the interlayer exchange interaction in this
system. A mechanism explaining the observed effect is proposed. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 75.70.Fr; 76.50.+g
Films based on the Fe/Si layer system are of interest
because they feature interesting phenomena related to
the presence of a semiconductor interlayer (spacer).
Depending on the conditions of synthesis, either a fer-
romagnetic (FM) [1] or an antiferromagnetic (AFM) [2,
3] exchange between the magnetic layers takes place. It
was also established that the exchange interaction
between Fe layers increases with temperature and that
it may exhibit an oscillatory character depending on the
Si layer thickness (tSi) [4]. In addition, such films
exhibit the phenomenon of photoinduced changes in
the magnitude of the interlayer interaction [5, 6].

Despite extensive research, problems related to the
formation of the magnetic state of a multilayer system
are still unsolved. In this context, the most important
task is to study the mechanisms of spin-dependent elec-
tron transfer via nonmagnetic spacers, since peculiari-
ties of this transport determine the character of the
interlayer exchange interaction. It is obvious that the
efficiency of the spin-dependent electron transfer must
depend both on the spacer material and on the magnetic
state of the layers. For multilayer systems with non-
magnetic metallic spacers, some theoretical results [7]
indicate that the magnitude of the exchange interaction
between magnetic layers might depend on their thick-
ness. This dependence was experimentally confirmed
and shown to exhibit an oscillatory character [8]. In the
case of a nonmetallic spacer representing a potential
barrier, the existing theories [9, 10] also predicted the
dependence of the interlayer interaction on the mag-
netic-layer thickness.

This paper presents the results of our experimental
investigation of the influence of the ferromagnetic-
layer thickness on the interlayer exchange interaction in
a three-layer system (Fe/Si/Fe trilayer) with a semicon-
ductor spacer.
0021-3640/04/8007- $26.00 © 20491
We have studied two sets of samples, comprising
(i) FM metal layers without a spacer and (ii) trilayers
with a silicon spacer of thickness tSi = 2 nm (corre-
sponding to the maximum AMF interlayer exchange
interaction, according to published data [1] and our pre-
vious results [6]). The thickness of the FM layer tFe in
each set was varied from 2 to 10 nm at a 1-nm step. The
films were obtained by the method of thermal deposi-
tion in vacuum onto glass substrates in an Angara setup
with a residual pressure of P = 10–7 Pa. The glass sub-
strates were initially covered by a 10-nm-thick buffer
layer of silicon. Then, a magnetic Fe/Si/Fe trilayer
structure was deposited and covered with a protective
10-nm-thick silicon layer. For each thickness of the iron
film, a control sample without a silicon spacer was pre-
pared in the same vacuum technology cycle.

The results of electron-microscopic examination
showed that the films possessed an almost completely
amorphous structure. The samples were studied by
method of electron magnetic resonance, which is sensi-
tive to changes in the internal molecular fields. The
microwave frequency was ωUHF = 28.75 GHz and the
constant magnetic field was oriented in the plane of the
sample. The measurements were performed in the tem-
perature range T = 78–300 K.

The results of the magnetic resonance measure-
ments in Fe/Si/Fe trilayers showed that the microwave
absorption lines in all samples (except for the control
ones, deprived of the silicon spacer) have an asymmet-
ric shape and exhibit no anisotropy in the film plane.
The magnetic resonance line width was on the order of
∆H ≈ 200 Oe.

First, we measured the dependence of the resonance
field on the FM-layer thickness tFe (Fig. 1). These data
were used to determine the magnetization of iron layers
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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(inset in Fig. 1) according to the Kittel formula (see
relation (2) below) [11].

Then, the measurements were performed for the
samples with spacers. Figure 2 shows a plot of the res-
onance field versus tFe for the samples with tSi = 2 nm
measured at T = 200 and 300 K (where the interlayer
exchange interaction constant was expected to depend
strongly on the sample temperature).

The experimental data were processed using the
results of calculations of the magnetic resonance spec-
trum for a three-layer magnetic film [12]. In application

Fig. 1 Plots of the resonance field H vs. magnetic-layer
thickness tFe for the control samples measured at T = 200
(1) and 300 K (2). The inset shows the plot of magnetization
M vs. tFe.

Fig. 2. Plots of the resonance field H vs. magnetic-layer
thickness tFe for the Fe/Si/Fe trilayers with tSi = 2 nm mea-
sured at T = 200 (1) and 300 K (2).
to the case under consideration, the free energy per unit
area of the film is

(1)

where J is the interlayer exchange interaction constant,
H is the applied magnetic field, Mi is the magnetization
of the ith FM layer, ϕi is the magnetization angle in the
plane (measured relative to the direction of the applied
magnetic field), i = 1, 2 is the FM layer number, tFe is
the magnetic layer thickness, and the Z axis is perpen-
dicular to the film plane. In the calculations, we
assumed that (tFe · H · M) @ J and that the FM films
occur in the saturated state, so that ϕi ≅  ϕH = 0. It was
also assumed that the two FM layers are perfectly iden-
tical.

Under the above conditions, the resonance frequen-
cies are described by the relations

(2)

(3)

where

(4)

Once the values of ω, H, and M are known, one can
readily calculate HJ using Eq. (3) and then determine
the interlayer exchange interaction constant J from
relation (4). From such calculations, we obtained two
sets of HJ values. In the first set, HJ1 values fall within
the interval from –6 to –14 kOe. These values do not
satisfy the approximation adopted and do not corre-
spond to the experimental data. For these reasons, the
solution HJ1 was rejected. The other set (HJ2) gives the
J(tFe) plotted in Fig. 3. As can be seen, this dependence
is nonmonotonic, and the J values in the region of the
maximum agree with the published data [4]. To within
the experimental error in the temperature range studied,
the results exhibited virtually no temperature depen-
dence. It should be emphasized that such dependences
of the interlayer exchange interaction constant on the
magnetic-layer thickness are not described by any of
the existing theories.

The observed variation of the average magnetization
of the magnetic layer depending on its thickness is
rather typical. This behavior is explained by the fact
that, for small tFe values, the interfacial (transition)
regions account for a considerable proportion of the
metal layer, while the role of the internal (“bulk”)
regions is relatively small. As the metal layer thickness
is increased, the bulk fraction increases, while the
width of the interfacial regions remains the same. In the
presence of the silicon spacer, electrons of an FM layer,
which are involved in the interaction and which bear
“information” about the magnetic state of this layer,
penetrate (without losing this information) into the

E J ϕ1 ϕ2–( )cos–=

– tFe H M1 M2+( ) 4π M1Z
2 M2Z

2+( )+[ ] ,

ω1/γ( )2 H H HM+( ),=

ω2/γ( )2 H H HM+( ) 2 2H HM+( )HJ 4HJ
2
,+ +=

H M+ 4πM and HJ J / tFeM( ).= =
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other layer to a certain depth, thus determining the
effective volumes of the interacting regions of both FM
layers.

If the outlined scenario is valid, a value of ~5 nm is
the depth to which the electrons mediating the
exchange interaction penetrate into the FM layer with
increasing thickness tFe. For small tFe, an increase in the
magnetic-layer thickness leads to, besides an increase
in the magnetization, a growth of the volume of the
magnetic material involved in the interaction between
FM layers and, hence, of the magnitude of the inter-
layer interaction. As the FM layer thickness is
increased further (>5 nm), the interactions inside each
such layer become prevailing and the role of the inter-
layer exchange becomes relatively smaller. These con-
siderations qualitatively explain the dependences pre-
sented in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the obtained
results are not related to the formation of compounds
(iron silicides) in the transition regions. The results of a
special investigation performed by Decoster et al. [13]
showed that traces of ε-FeSi are detectable only in the
case when the iron film is composed of coarse crystal-
lites.

Fig. 3. Plots of the interlayer interaction energy J vs. mag-
netic-layer thickness tFe for the Fe/Si/Fe trilayers with tSi =
2 nm measured at T = 200 (1) and 300 K (2).
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 80      No. 7      2004
In conclusion, it should be noted that, besides a
basic significance related to the investigation of the
laws of formation of the magnetic structures in multi-
layer magnetic films, the obtained relations should be
taken into consideration when studying the giant mag-
netoresistance in such films. Our results show that, to
obtain the maximum GMR effect, it is necessary to
select the optimum thicknesses not only of the nonmag-
netic spacers, but of the magnetic layers as well.

This study was supported by the Russian Founda-
tion for Basic Research, project no. 02-02-17224a.
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We find proximity-induced spontaneous spin and electric surface currents at all temperatures below the super-
conducting Tc in an isotropic s-wave superconductor deposited with a thin ferromagnetic metal layer with spin–
orbit interaction. The currents are carried by Andreev surface states and generated as a joint effect of the spin–
orbit interaction and the exchange field. The background spin current arises in the thin layer due to different
local spin polarizations of electrons and holes, which have almost opposite velocities in each of the surface
states. The spontaneous surface electric current in the superconductor originates in the asymmetry of Andreev
states with respect to sign reversal of the momentum component parallel to the surface. The conditions for elec-
tric and spin currents to show up in the system significantly differ from each other. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Inter-
periodica”.

PACS numbers: 74.45.+c; 74.81.–g
Proximity effects in superconductor–ferromagnet
heterostructures have attracted much attention in recent
years. In contrast to the nonmagnetic case, magnetic
surfaces and interfaces make spin-flip processes possi-
ble, suppress an s-wave superconducting order param-
eter, and generates Andreev bound states in adjacent
superconducting regions [1–5]. The spin structure of
Andreev bound states near complex magnetic inter-
faces can be rather involved [5]. Triplet components of
the order parameter in a singlet superconductor can be
induced by ferromagnets under certain conditions [6].
Cooper pair wave functions exponentially decay into
the bulk of ferromagnets, oscillating at the same time
[7], and acquire a triplet component in the ferromag-
netic region [8]. These proximity effects can lead, in
particular, to specific properties of the Josephson cur-
rent through magnetic interfaces, which have been
intensively studied both theoretically and experimen-
tally [1–7, 9–14]. Also, proximity-induced nonmono-
tonic dependence of the superconducting critical tem-
perature on the thickness of the ferromagnetic layer has
been thoroughly studied for superconductor–ferromag-
netic metal bilayers or heterostructures (see, for exam-
ple, [10, 11, 15–18] and references therein).

Spontaneous surface currents represent other impor-
tant example of possible proximity-induced effects.
Spontaneous electric currents taking place near sur-
faces or interfaces on the scale of the superconducting
coherence length produce a magnetic field and, hence,
a counterflow of screening supercurrents on the scale of

¶ This article was submitted by the authors in English.
0021-3640/04/8007- $26.00 © 20494
the penetration depth. The electric current can arise, for
example, near nonmagnetic surfaces and interfaces of
unconventional superconductors, whose states break
time-reversal symmetry [19, 20]. In particular, the elec-
tric current carried by Andreev states appears near non-
magnetic surfaces and interfaces of chiral superconduc-
tors [21]. The current also occurs if a surface-induced
subdominating pairing shows up near surfaces of
d-wave superconductors, thus breaking the time-rever-
sal symmetry of the superconducting state [22].
Another possible mechanism of generating electric sur-
face currents is specifically based on a paramagnetic
response of the zero-energy Andreev surface states to
an applied magnetic field. This can take place at low
temperatures at smooth (110) surfaces of d-wave super-
conductors [23, 24], as well as in a system with a thin
ferromagnetic metallic layer deposited on a semi-infi-
nite bulk isotropic s-wave superconductor [25]. In the
latter case, the energy of the surface states becomes
zero only for several values of the layer thickness and,
in the presence of particle–hole asymmetry, the sponta-
neous electric current is accompanied by a spontaneous
surface spin current [25]. Dissipationless background
spin currents, which occur in various systems in the
equilibrium and do not lead to any spin accumulation,
have been a subject of recent discussions and studies
[26–28]. These spin currents can be generated, for
example, by the spin–orbit interaction (in particular, via
the Rashba term) in two-dimensional metals. Measure-
ments of background persistent spin currents have not
been carried out yet, although some suggestions for a
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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direct detection of these currents have been proposed in
the literature [26, 29].

In the present paper, we study spontaneous currents
under conditions when the spin–orbit interaction takes
place in a thin ferromagnetic metal layer in proximity
to an isotropic s-wave superconductor. The joint effect
of the spin–orbit interaction, described by the Rashba
term, and the exchange field is shown to play an impor-
tant role in generating spontaneous currents. We find
that the superconductor induces background spin cur-
rents in the ferromagnetic layer with the spin–orbit
interaction (FSOL) for all temperatures below the
superconducting Tc. This spin current is carried by
Andreev surface states and takes finite values due to
different local spin polarizations of electrons and holes,
which have almost opposite velocities in each of these
states. The maximal possible values of the background
spin current density are on the order of the Landau
depairing current density. We find proximity-induced
finite spin currents within the quasiclassical approach,
when only linear terms in the small parameters αpf /εf

and h/εf are taken into account in describing the FSOL.
Spontaneous background spin currents, which arise in
two-dimensional electron systems with spin–orbit
interaction without any proximity effects [27], contain
higher powers of these parameters, which are assumed
below to be small. Furthermore, a spontaneous electric
surface current that is carried by Andreev surface states
arises in the superconductor due to proximity to the
FSOL. The respective structures of wave functions and
the spectra of the surface states are strongly influenced
by the spin–orbit interaction and the exchange field and
differ for quasiparticles with opposite momentum com-
ponents pf || parallel to the surface. The spontaneous
electric current arises as a result of this asymmetry of
Andreev states with respect to pf ||  –pf ||, to some
extent analogously to the current induced by chiral sur-
face or interface states. The conditions for electric and
spin currents to show up in the system we study signif-
icantly differ from each other. Thus, the spontaneous
spin current in the FSOL arises even within the frame-
work in which the surface electric current vanishes.

We consider an isotropic s-wave superconductor at
x > d, deposited with a layer of thickness d made of a
ferromagnetic metal. We let a macroscopic thickness of
the layer be much less than the superconducting coher-
ence length: d ! ξs. Both the internal exchange field h
and the spin–orbit Rashba term ws = α(n × p||)s enter

into the Hamiltonian density of the FSOL: (x) =

 – (h(x) + w(x))s. Here,  describes the kinetic
energy of free electrons, n is the unit vector along the
surface normal, and p|| is the momentum component
parallel to the surface. The exchange field is assumed to
be always aligned along the z axis. Both h(x) and w(x)
are taken to be finite and spatially constant within the
FSOL 0 < x < d. The x axis is taken directed into the

*̂

Ĥ
0( )

Ĥ
0( )
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depth of the superconductor and the system is confined
by an impenetrable wall at x = 0.

We assume ∆ ! h ! εf and ∆ ! αpf ! εf and
describe the system in question by quasiclassical Eilen-
berger equations for the Green’s function:

(1)

(2)

Here, (x, pf, εn) takes a 4 × 4 matrix form in the four-
dimensional product space of particle–hole and spin
variables. In the particle–hole space,

(3)

where all matrix elements are 2 × 2 matrices in spin
space. The Pauli matrices in particle–hole space are ,

 =  ± i , while, in spin space, they are . The

superconducting order-parameter matrix is  =
1/2[ ∆ – ∆*]i . The operator for quasiparticle

spin is (1/2) , whereas the operator  = 1/2[(1 +

)  – (1 – ) ] enters into the Zeeman term.
The order parameter ∆ is taken to be spatially constant
throughout the superconducting half-space x > d. As
this follows from recent results for two-dimensional
superconductors with spin–orbit coupling [30], a possi-
bility for a proximity-induced inhomogeneous phase of
the order parameter in the plane parallel to the interface
should be studied for a sufficiently thin superconduct-
ing layer in proximity to the FSOL. This two-dimen-
sional inhomogeneous profile of the phase does not
appear, however, for a massive superconducting sam-
ple.

The electric and spin current densities can be
expressed via the quasiclassical Green’s function as fol-
lows:

(4)

(5)

Here, Nf is the normal state density of states per spin
direction, while  implies averaging over quasi-

particle states at the Fermi surface. The spin current 
carries the ith spin component along l axis in coordinate
space. One can introduce the following scalar g0 and
vector g components of Green’s function in spin space:

iv f x,
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(pf, εn) = g0(pf , εn)  + g(pf , εn) . As can be seen
from Eqs. (4) and (5), g0 determines the electric current,
while the spin current is associated with g. We should
emphasize that Eq. (5) is an approximate equation that
is valid only to quasiclassical accuracy. One can safely
calculate with Eq. (5) the terms in the spin current of
the order of Nfv fαpf, Nfv fh, Nfv f ∆, which can also con-
tain any functions of (αpf /h) and/or αpf /∆. However,
terms with additional powers of the small quasiclassical
parameters (αpf /εf), (∆/εf), and (h/εf) lie beyond the
accuracy of Eq. (5). These terms should be described
with the Gor’kov equations and the exact symmetrized

operator for the spin current  = (1/2)[(pj/m)  +
exijα]. The second term in the last expression is of the
order αpf /εf with respect to the first one. For this reason,
it contributes to the spin current beyond the quasiclas-
sical accuracy and is not taken into account in Eq. (5).

Green’s function for the FSOL satisfies conven-
tional boundary conditions on the impenetrable wall at
x = 0: (0, pf, εn) = (0, , εn), where pf and  are
the incoming and the outgoing quasiparticle momenta,
respectively. We match the solutions of Eilenberger
equations for the superconducting half-space and for
the FSOL with the continuity conditions on a transpar-
ent interface at x = d. Substituting the final result for
Green’s function into Eqs. (4) and (5), we find no spon-
taneous electric current in the system and finite compo-

nents ,  of spin current situated in the FSOL and
flowing parallel to the surface.

One can show that the whole spin current is carried
by the Andreev surface states that occur in the system.
We find two dispersive branches of the Andreev surface
states, whose energies depend on the momentum com-
ponent that is parallel to the surface:

(6)

Here,

(7)

(8)

In the absence of spin–orbit interaction, the spectra of
Andreev states, which are described by Eqs. (6)–(8),
reduce to the results for spin-discriminated Andreev
states at a ferromagnetic surface [1, 4].

Andreev surface states carry no spin current in a sin-
glet superconductor, since the particles and holes occu-
pying the state have identical spatially constant local
spin polarization and opposite velocities. However, the
wave function of Andreev surface states does not vanish
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in the FSOL and has a qualitatively different spin struc-
ture there as compared with the superconducting
region. One can extract polelike terms from the whole
expression for the electron retarded Green’s function

(x, pf, ε) near the bound state energies ε1, 2. We deter-
mine the spin structure of electrons in the Andreev
states in terms of eigenvectors of these polelike terms in

spin space (x, pf, ε). The unit vector Pe, which

describes the electron spin polarization, can be found

from the equation Pe (x, pf, ε) = (x, pf, ε).

As a result, we obtain the following spatially dependent
spin polarization for electrons in Andreev surface states
(Eq. (6)) at 0 < x < d:

(9)

The local spin polarization of electrons occupying
Andreev states is spatially constant inside the supercon-
ductor and takes there the same value as follows from
Eq. (9) at x = d. The parallel and the normal to the sur-
face components of spin polarizations, which are taken
for incoming and outgoing electrons in one and the

same Andreev state, are related to each other as ( ,

ε1, 2) = (pf, ε1, 2), ( , ε1, 2) = – (pf, ε1, 2). Also,
since ε1 = –ε2, we find from Eq. (9) that Pe(pf, –εm) =
−Pe(pf, εm).

The spin polarization Ph for holes occupying
Andreev states can be derived from Eq. (9). The quan-

tity Ph satisfies the equation –Phi (x, pf,

ε) = (x, pf, ε), which contains the spin operator

for holes: –(1/2)i . Here, (x, pf, ε) is the

eigenvector of the polelike term in the Green’s function

(x, pf, ε) near ε1 or ε2. As follows from the general

relation (x, pf, ε) = (x, –pf, –ε), the eigenstates for
holes and for electrons are associated with each other as
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(x, pf, ε) = (x, –pf, –ε). Hence, the spin

polarization for holes in the state (x, pf, ε) coin-

cides with that for electrons in the state (x, –pf,

–ε). Furthermore, as follows from the equation for Pe

and the relation between Pe(pf, εm) and Pe( , –εm), the
quantity Ph(pf, εm) coincides with electron spin polar-

ization in the state (x, pfx, –pf ||, εm). Comparing

electron spin polarizations of the states (x, pfx,

–pf ||, εm) and (x, pfx, –pf ||, εm), we find finally that

the spin polarization for holes can be found from

Eq. (9) as (pf, ε1, 2) = (pfx, –pf ||, ε1, 2), (pf, ε1, 2) =

– (pfx, –pf ||, ε1, 2).

The first term in Eq. (9) describes the  compo-
nent of the spin polarization, while the second and third

terms determine . Under the transformation pf || 

–pf ||, one finds e±   and Θ±  . The first two
terms in the square brackets in Eq. (9) are responsible
for a spatially dependent difference between the elec-
tron and hole local spin polarizations that occur in the
Andreev states in FSOL as the joint effect of Zeeman
and spin–orbit couplings. Indeed, for vanishing h or α,
the vectors e± become parallel to each other. Then, the
first and the second terms in Eq. (9) vanish, resulting in
identical spin polarizations of the electrons and holes.
Also, at x = d, it follows from Eq. (9) that Pe(pf, ε1, 2) =
Ph(pf, ε1, 2).

The different spin polarizations and almost opposite
velocities of electrons and holes that occupy Andreev
surface states (Eq. (6)) result in a net spin current in the
FSOL. The local spin-current density carried by two

Andreev states can be represented as  =  + ,
where

(10)

Here, Wm = π∆Nf  is the weight of the delta

peak in the local density of states, which is taken in the
FSOL for the mth Andreev state (m = 1, 2), and nf (ε) is
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the Fermi distribution function for quasiparticles. The
substitution of the represented results into Eq. (10)
gives exactly the spin-current density, which follows
from Eq. (5) and from the respective solutions of the
Eilenberger equations for Green’s function.

As follows from Eq. (10) after integration over the

Fermi surface, only the components (x) and (x)
of the spin current that are parallel to the surface remain

finite. The spin current , which occurs along the
surface perpendicular to the surface spin component,

vanishes in accordance with the relation ( , ε1, 2) =

– (pf, ε1, 2), since the contributions from incoming
and outgoing electrons and holes cancel each other. The
proximity-induced background spin current we have
found does not lead to any spin accumulation. Since
spin is not conserved due to the presence of the spin–
orbit coupling, the local conservation equation for the

spin current contains “external” sources: /∂xl =

–2NfT . One can show that these

sources, which occur for each separate quasiparticle
trajectory, cancel each other in the average over the
Fermi surface. Eventually, the proximity-induced back-
ground spin current in the problem in question satisfies

the continuity equation /∂xl = 0. 

In the limit of small Zeeman coupling h ! αpf, we
find the following simple estimates for the spin current
in the thin layer with the spin–orbit interaction d !
v f /(αpf):

(11)

Here, α, β = y, z and α ≠ β, Aαβ > 0 is a constant the
order of unity; jcL = ns∆/pf is the Landau depairing cur-
rent density. At low temperatures, jcL ~ Nfv f∆.

In the opposite limit h @ αpf, when the exchange
field in the FSOL significantly exceeds spin–orbit cou-
pling, estimates for the two components of the spin cur-
rent give different results:

(12)

(13)

Here, Byz and Bzy are constants of the order of unity. For
h ~ αpf ~ v f /d, the spontaneous spin-current densities
reach their maximal value, which is on the order of jcL.

The background spin-current density, which arises
without any proximity effects in the two-dimensional
metal with the Rashba spin–orbit interaction [27], takes
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the form (αpf /εf)3εf Nfv f /6. It is of the third order in the
parameter αpf /εf, which is presumably a small quasi-
classical parameter. These spin currents are carried by
all the occupied states at a given temperature [27, 28],
in contrast with the currents induced by a proximity to
the superconductor. For this reason, the respective ref-
erence quantity εfNfv f contains a large parameter εf /∆
as compared with jcL. The quantity jcL, which character-
izes the spontaneous spin-current densities calculated
above, exceeds this result [27] under the condition ∆ >
αpf (αpf /εf)2.

We return now to the problem of a spontaneous sur-
face electric current. Each separate Andreev surface
state taken for given p|| carries a finite surface electric
current. There is no net electric current under the con-
ditions considered above, since electric currents carried
by Andreev surface states (Eqs. (6)–(8)) with p|| and –p||
cancel each other. This is associated with the symmetry
of the scalar component g0 of the quasiclassical Green’s
function with respect to the sign reversal of the momen-
tum parallel to the surface. The spin current takes finite
values, since the vector component g of Green’s func-
tion does not possess symmetry. However, the symme-
try of g0 turns out to be approximate: it takes place only
under the conditions αpf, h ! εf within the quasiclassi-
cal approximation applied to the FSOL. For this reason,
we find below a finite spontaneous surface electric cur-
rent by assuming ∆ ! αpf, h & εf and by applying the

-matrix approach for describing the FSOL. Then, the
Eilenberger equations should be solved only for the
superconducting region, whereas the effects of the
FSOL are taken into account via respective boundary
conditions.

A surface with the FSOL is characterized by the nor-

mal-state scattering  matrix, which contains the

reflection amplitudes for quasiparticles. The  matrix

can be represented as  = (1 + )/2 + (1 – )/2,

where (pf ||) = (–pf ||) and

(14)

Here, r↑ , ↓ =  and, assuming a spatially constant h
and α in the FSOL,

(15)

where the Fermi momenta in the normal metal pf and in

the FSOL pf↑, ↓  satisfy the relation  =  ±
2m|h + w(pf ||)|.
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Making use of the explicit expression for the 
matrix (Eq. (14)) and following the quasiclassical
approach with Riccati amplitudes in describing the
superconductor [1, 31], we obtain the quasiclassical
Green’s function. In particular, we obtain the spectra of
Andreev surface states, which now take the following
form:

(16)

Here, X(pf ||) = (Θ↑(pf ||) + Θ↓(pf ||) – Θ↑(–pf ||) –

Θ↓(−pf ||)) and Φ(pf ||) is defined in Eq. (7), where one
should use the generalized definition for Θ±(pf ||):
Θ±(pf ||) = Θ↑(±pf ||) – Θ↓(±pf ||). For a small parameter
|h + w|/εf ! 1, the quantity X(pf ||) vanishes in the first
approximation, while the definition for Θ± reduces to
that given in Eq. (8).

In general, the energies ε1, 2(pf ||) in Eq. (16) are situ-
ated asymmetrically with respect to the Fermi level for
a given pf ||. Since X(pf ||) and Φ(pf ||) are odd and even
functions of pf ||, respectively, each energy branch
ε1, 2(pf ||) in Eq. (16), as well as the Andreev spectra as a
whole, is neither odd nor even with respect to the trans-
formation pf ||  –pf ||: ε1, 2(–pf ||) = –ε1, 2(pf ||). As a
result of the asymmetry, the spontaneous electric-cur-
rent density jy(x) that is flowing along the surface per-
pendicular to the exchange field in the superconducting
region arises near the surface with the FSOL. The spon-
taneous surface-current density at the interface x = d
takes a comparatively simple form in the case of small
spin–orbit coupling αpf ! (εf ± h):

(17)

Here, Θ0, taken for zero spin–orbit coupling, is defined
as Θ0 = Θ+|α = 0 = Θ–|α = 0. The expression for X(pf ||) in
Eq. (17) should be taken to be linear in small parame-
ters αpf /(εf ± h). Then, X(pf ||) ∝  wz = αpfy, and averag-
ing over the Fermi surface in Eq. (17) gives a nonzero
result for jy while jz vanishes.

We notice that an expression for the Josephson crit-
ical current in S–F–S junctions with small momentum-
dependent transparencies D(pf ||) [3, 4] can be obtained
from Eq. (17) by replacing X(pf ||)v fy  –2D(pf ||)|v fx|.
This is not surprising, since both the spontaneous sur-
face current and the Josephson current are actually the
two components of the total supercurrent carried by the
same Andreev interface states, which reduce to surface
states in the tunneling limit. In the particular case h ~
αpf ! εf, the spontaneous surface electric current jy ∝
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αpf h/  is of the second order in the small parameter
(h/εf) ~ (αpf /εf). Since these small second-order terms
are disregarded within the quasiclassical approach to
describing the FSOL, the solutions of Eq. (1) found
above show no spontaneous electric surface current, in
contrast with the spin currents in the FSOL.
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A method of forming a two-dimensional ordered superlattice of magnetic nanoparticles in close-packed opal
structures of silica (SiO2) spheres has been developed. Nickel nanopowder with an average particle size of about
70 nm is used as a source of magnetic particles. Atomic-force and magnetic-force microscopy studies show that
all magnetic particles are located in the interstices of the opal lattice, while the magnetization vectors of neigh-
boring nickel particles can have different magnitudes and directions. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 75.75.+a; 82.70.–y
In recent years, great interest has been expressed in
the design of nanostructural materials, because they
show much promise for technological applications, in
particular, for use in electronic, optical, magnetic, and
micromechanical systems [1]. The properties of mag-
netic nanoparticles, clusters, and their ensembles are
now being actively studied in an effort to find effective
media for magnetic recording [2–5]. The matrix
method is a frequently used approach in nanostructure
fabrication. This approach is based on the filling of reg-
ular void lattices in natural or artificial zeolite, asbes-
tine, or opal crystal matrices by certain substances. This
approach is referred to as template synthesis or tem-
plated precipitation [6, 7]. The approach with the use of
synthetic opal was proposed by Bogomolov et al. in [8].
Synthetic opals are the closest-packed cubic crystals of
identical SiO2 spheres with diameters ranging from
tens to several thousand nanometers. As is known, the
closest-packed structures contain so-called tetrahedral
and octahedral voids (of size 0.2  and 0.4 ,

respectively, where  is the diameter of the SiO2

sphere) that are connected with each other via “win-
dows” with a diameter of about 0.15 . In this work,
a two-dimensional ordered superlattice of magnetic
nanoparticles was prepared by the ultrasonic sputtering
of a suspension of these particles onto the opal structure
of close-packed ordered SiO2 spheres. This method is a
modification of the method proposed in [9] and is called
natural lithography with single-layer films of polymer
spheres used as masks. The authors of [10] extended
this method to two-layer masks and called it nano-
sphere lithography. The modification suggested in this
work for this method is distinguished by the manner of
nanoparticle deposition onto the mask (ultrasonic sput-

DSiO2
DSiO2

DSiO2

DSiO2
0021-3640/04/8007- $26.00 © 20500
tering) and has an advantage over other methods if one
needs to sputter preliminarily prepared nanoparticles.
For the precipitation of particles from a liquid suspen-
sion, this method is least time-consuming and is quite
simple to implement. Moreover, this approach allows
the nanoparticle size and shape to be controlled for the
mask parameters.

Nickel nanopowder with an average particle size of
about 70 nm was used as a source of magnetic particles.
In such a powder, nickel particles are single-domain
single crystals [11]. The topography, microstructure,
and magnetic structure of the resulting Ni nanolattices
were studied by atomic-force and magnetic-force
microscopy (AFM and MFM, respectively).

Experiment. Nickel powder with an average parti-
cle linear size of 70 nm was obtained by the evaporation
method, namely, by the condensation of nickel with a
total impurity concentration less than 0.01% [12] from
a helium flow. The powder particles were spherical,
which is characteristic of this method. Analysis of the
particle electron-microscope images showed that they
were free of dislocations and, on the average, only one
in 600 particles contained defects that can be assigned
to the growth twins.

Nickel particles were deposited onto the opal film
by the technique used in transmission electron micros-
copy for studying microparticles. A suspension of Ni
particles in alcohol was sputtered by an ultrasonic dis-
perser onto the surface of the opal film. By varying the
frequency and power applied to the disperser and the
concentration of Ni particles in the suspension, one can
organize sputtering conditions for which approxi-
mately only one Ni particle is deposited onto each area
element corresponding to one interstice on the surface
of the opal film.
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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The packing of opal spheres in the film plane lattice
and the arrangement of the precipitated magnetic Ni
particles in the opal lattice were studied on a Smena
(NT MDT) probe microscope. Measurements were
made using the two-pass technique with the simulta-
neous detection of the surface relief in the tapping
mode (AFM regime) and magnetic contrast (MCM
mode). NSG11S cantilevers manufactured by the same
company with a magnetosensitive coating were used as
probes. The resonance frequency was 148.363 kHz and
the Q factor was equal to 295. Magnetic contrast was
recorded at the second pass. The trajectory of a cantile-
ver moved away from the surface by 214 nm relative to
the first pass copied the surface relief, and the oscilla-
tion amplitude was equal to 47 nm. A signal propor-
tional to the cantilever phase shift caused by the mag-
netic interaction with Ni particles was recorded.

With the deposition technique described above, the
Ni particles were positioned both in the interstices and
on the surfaces of opal spheres. Magnetic particles were
removed from the sphere surfaces to obtain the ordered
array of Ni particles in the interstices. This was
achieved by placing the sample in a gradient magnetic
field produced by a SmCo5 permanent magnet. In the
second variant, a multiple scan was performed by the
magnetic cantilever in the AFM regime. As a result of
this procedure, the Ni particles were attracted to the
probe, whereupon they were removed from its surface
upon the placement of the probe in the magnetic-field
gradient.

Results and discussion. In Fig. 1, the superposed
AFM and MFM images correspond to the same surface
area of opal film with the deposited Ni particles. The
film surface relief in the AFM image demonstrates the
ordered structure formed by the SiO2 spheres. The mea-
sured defect-free areas with the ordered SiO2 spheres in
the opal film ranged up to 100 µm. The MFM image in
Fig. 1 shows the periodic arrangement of triangular
magnetic clusters of various sizes. The superposition of
the AFM and MFM images demonstrates the correla-
tion between the arrangement of magnetic particles and
interstices in the opal structure. All magnetic particles
are located in the interstices of the opal lattice.

It follows from the MFM image that, along with the
magnetic formations that copy in part the void shapes
(triangles), isolated Ni particles are also present in the
interstices of the opal lattice. Each of the triangular for-
mations likely comprises several small-sized Ni parti-
cles. The high spatial resolution (about 60 nm) in the
MFM regime can be caused by the coherent effects or
by the specificity of operation in this regime. In partic-
ular, when copying the film relief at the second pass in
the vicinity of magnetic particles, a cantilever has an
appreciable displacement component in the direction of
the magnetic-field gradient, which can lead to an effec-
tive increase in the spatial resolution of magnetic parti-
cles in the region of interstices.
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 80      No. 7      2004
The sections of the AFM and MFM images by the
plane passing through the interstices of the opal lattice
are shown in Fig. 2. The singularities on the upper

Fig. 2. Lower and upper curves are the sections of the AFM
and MFM images, respectively, by the plane perpendicular
to the figure. The position of the intersecting plane is indi-
cated by the black line in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Superposition of the AFM and MFM images of the
ordered opal film (opal-sphere size 260 nm) with finely-
grained nickel particles deposited on it.
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curve (MFM section) coincide, to a good accuracy, with
the minima on the lower curve (AFM section), which
correspond to the interstice positions. However, no fea-
tures associated with the Ni particles situated in the
upper layer of the opal matrix are observed in the sec-
tion of the AFM image (surface relief); i.e., the Ni par-
ticles “fall down” through one layer of opal spheres.
The ordered structure of magnetic particles contains
defects; some interstices proved to be unfilled with
magnetic particles. This is likely due to the fact that the
average size of the sputtered particles coincided with
the maximum diameter of a sphere that could pass
through the triangular interstitial pore without distort-
ing the ordered sphere structure. Upon sputtering, large
particles fell within the interstice region and prevented
the penetration of smaller particles under the upper
layer of the opal structures. The structural perfection of
the magnetic system can be improved by sputtering a
suspension of smaller magnetic particles. On the upper
curve of the section, the features corresponding to the
images of magnetic particles have different polarities
and amplitudes. This is caused by the fact that the mag-
nitudes and directions of the magnetization vectors are
different for the neighboring Ni particles.

Thus, a method of preparing ordered arrays of mag-
netic particles has been developed in this work. The
superlattice parameter is specified by the diameter of
silica spheres in the opal structure and can vary over a
wide range (50 nm–5 µm). Such ordered structures can
find technological applications, e.g., as elements of
magnetic memory cells in appropriately designed sig-
nal-feed and detection systems or in the design of
ordered arrays of nanoemitters. Of interest is the use of
such structures on the surface of a two-dimensional
electron gas for studying the properties of an electronic
system subjected to a periodic magnetic field with pre-
determined translational symmetry. The development
of this technique and the technique for the manipulation
of individual opal spheres opens up new opportunities
for the formation of structures with a given magnetic-
field configuration on the nanometer scale, in particu-
lar, for the design of a field-effect transistor.

This work was supported by INTAS (project
no. 2002-796), the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research (project no. 01-02-97024), and the Ministry
of Science and Industry of the Russian Federation (con-
tract no. 40.012.1.1.11.54).
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Quantum operations with a charge solid-state qubit whose logical states are formed by two spatially separated
localized states of an electron in the double-dot structure are studied theoretically. We show that it is possible
to perform various one-qubit rotations making use of the microwave pulses tuned to the resonances between the
localized states and the excited state delocalized over the nanostructure. An explicit analytic expression for the
time-dependent electron state vector is derived, and the appropriate pulse parameters are determined. © 2004
MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx; 73.21.La; 85.35.–p
During past decade, quantum computing (QC) or,
more generally, quantum information processing, has
attracted much attention [1]. The reasons for that inter-
est are (i) the existence of quantum algorithms [2] that
could perform calculations exponentially faster than
classical ones (QC software), and (ii) the rapid develop-
ment of technology and materials science [3] that have
allowed the realization of some prototypes of QC
devices (QC hardware). The key elements of the QC
hardware are the quantum bit or qubit, which is a
generic two-level system, and a register of such qubits.
The register allows one to store the quantum informa-
tion, which is then processed by means of unitary trans-
formations (quantum gates) through an external con-
trol.

Quite generally, any two-level system that has suffi-
ciently long-lived states and that allows for efficient
readout can be used for QC. Many proposals for qubit
realization have been made (see, e.g., [1, 2, 4–8]). For
practical applications, one has to look for a physical
system that could serve as a base for a scalable QC. It
is commonly believed that the problem of scalability
can be effectively solved with solid-state systems. In
this work, we focus on the nanostructure consisted of
two quantum dots (QDs) and containing an excess elec-
tron in the superposition of the orbital states localized
in different QDs [6, 9]. Those states form the logical
states of the charge qubit. We show that various one-
qubit rotations, including the phase gate, the NOT oper-
ation, and the Hadamard transformation can be per-
formed on such a qubit by means of one (if QDs are
identical) or, generally, two (if QDs differ from each
other) microwave pulses tuned to resonance with one of
the excited states delocalized over the nanostructure.

¶ This article was submitted by the authors in English.
0021-3640/04/8007- $26.00 © 20503
Let us consider the nanostructure composed of two
QDs (L and R) and containing an excess electron in the
conduction band. Provided that the distance between
the QDs is sufficiently large, the wave functions 〈r|L〉
and 〈r|R〉  of the lowest quantized QD states |L〉  and |R〉
with the energies εL and εR, respectively, are localized
in the corresponding QDs, and the overlap 〈L|R〉  is neg-
ligibly small. We assume that there is at least one
excited state |TR〉  in the nanostructure whose energy εTR

lies just below the top of the potential barrier separating
the QDs (see figure), so that the wave function 〈r|TR〉  is
delocalized over both QDs [10]. Previously [9, 10], we
have shown that, in the case of the symmetric double-
dot nanostructure, where εL = εR, a resonant electro-
magnetic pulse with the frequency ω = εTR – εL, R (here-
after, " = 1) can be used to achieve a complete popula-

Schematics of energy levels and resonant frequencies for a
double-dot nanostructure driven by a microwave pulse (see
text for details).
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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tion transfer between the states |L〉  and |R〉 . In such a
process, an excited state |TR〉  plays the role of the
“transport” state: it assists the electron transfer between
the QDs but remains unpopulated after the pulse is off.
Here, we show that, in the double-dot nanostructure,
various types of the temporal evolution of a superposi-
tional state α|L〉  + β|R〉  can be realized in both εL = εR

and εL ≠ εR cases through a proper choice of the pulse
parameters.

We subject the nanostructure to an external electro-
magnetic pulse of the form

(1)

where T is the pulse duration, i.e., the operation time.
We assume that the frequency ω0, 1 is close to the reso-
nant frequency ωL, R = εTR – εL, R for the electron transi-
tion |L, R〉   |TR〉 , so that |δ0, 1| ! ω0, 1, where δ0, 1 =
ωL, R – ω0, 1 is the corresponding detuning (see figure).
In the resonant approximation (see [9, 10] for details),
only the states |L〉 , |R〉 , and |TR〉  participate in the elec-
tron evolution, so that the problem reduces to a three-
level model, the state vector |Ψ(t)〉  can be written as

(2)

and the Hamiltonian reads

(3)

where (ak) is the operator of creation (annihilation)

of an electron in the state |k〉 , λL, R = E0, 1dL, R , and
dL, R = –e〈TR|r|L, R〉  is the dipole matrix element for the
transitions |L, R〉   |TR〉 .

To solve the nonstationary Schrödinger equation

(4)

with the Hamiltonian (Eq. (3)) and the initial conditions

(5)

we make use of the unitary transformation

(6)

with

(7)

E t( ) E0 ω0t ϕ0+( )cos E1 ω1t ϕ1+( )cos+[ ]=

× θ t( ) θ t T–( )–[ ] ,

Ψ t( )| 〉 Ck t( )e
iεkt–

k| 〉 ,
k L R TR, ,=

∑=

H t( ) εkak
+ak

k L R TR, ,=

∑=

+
1
2
--- λLaTR

+ aLe
iω0t–

λRaTR
+ aRe

iω1t–
h.c.+ +( ),

ak
+

e
iϕ0 1,–

i
∂ Ψ t( )| 〉

∂t
------------------ H t( ) Ψ t( )| 〉=

Ψ 0( )| 〉 α L| 〉 β R| 〉 ,+=

Ψ t( )| 〉 U t( ) Ψ̃ t( )| 〉=

U t( ) iω0taL
+aL iω1taR

+ aR+( ).exp=
Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (4), we obtain the

Schrödinger equation for | (t)〉:

(8)

with the Hamiltonian  in the basis {|L〉 , |R〉 , |TR〉}
being

(9)

Since the Hamiltonian  is time-independent, the gen-
eral solution of Eq. (8) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T is

(10)

where | 〉 and  are, respectively, the eigenstates and
eigenenergies of the stationary Schrödinger equation

(11)

They can be found from the cubic equation for eigen-
values of the 3 × 3 matrix (9).

The general features of the qubit evolution in a
three-level model have been discussed in [11] using the
example of the Josephson-phase qubit. Here, we con-
sider an important particular case of exact resonances,
δ0 = δ1 = 0, which allows for a simple analytical solu-
tion. In this case, one has

(12)

(13)

where

(14)

Ψ̃

i
∂ Ψ̃ t( )| 〉

∂t
------------------ H̃ Ψ̃ t( )| 〉 ,=

H̃

H̃ U+ t( )H t( )U t( ) iU+ t( )∂U t( )
∂t

--------------–=

=  

εTR δ0– 0
λL*

2
------

0 εTR δ1–
λR*

2
------

λL

2
-----

λR

2
----- εTR 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

.

H̃

Ψ̃ t( ) Ake
i ε̃kt–

k̃| 〉 ,
k 1=

3

∑=

k̃ ε̃k

H̃ k̃| 〉 ε̃k k̃| 〉 .=

ε̃1 εTR 2Ω, ε̃2– εTR, ε̃1 εTR 2Ω,+= = =

1̃| 〉 1

2
-------

λL*

4Ω
------- L| 〉–

λR*

4Ω
------- R| 〉– TR| 〉+ ,=

2̃| 〉 1
4Ω
------- λR L| 〉 λ L R| 〉–[ ] ,=

3̃| 〉 1

2
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λ L*

4Ω
------- L| 〉

λR*

4Ω
------- R| 〉 TR| 〉+ + ,=

Ω
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4
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is the Rabi frequency for the system under consider-
ation.

Taking into account that | (0)〉  = |Ψ(0)〉 , it is
straightforward to find the coefficients Ak in Eq. (10)
from the initial condition (Eq. (5)). Then, we have from
Eqs. (6) and (7) the following explicit expression for
the state vector |Ψ(t)〉:

(15)

One can see from Eq. (15) that, at operation times Tn =
πn/2Ω (n = 1, 2, …), the state vector is completely
localized in the logical qubit subspace {|L〉 , |R〉}. In this
sense, the qubit evolution appears to be stroboscopic
with respect to the logical subspace.

Now, let us demonstrate how various qubit rotations
can be performed via the proper choice of the pulse
parameters. At T = πk/Ω (k = 1, 2, …), the relative
phase-shift operation is realized provided that εL ≠ εR:

(16)

At T = π(2k – 1)/2Ω (k = 1, 2, …), one has

(17)

so that the NOT gate,

(18)

is implemented if |λL| = |λR| and ϕ1 – ϕ0 = πn + (εR –
εL)T/2 (n is an integer). Note that the NOT gate can be
realized in both asymmetric εL ≠ εR and symmetric εL =
εR nanostructures. In the latter case, there is no need for
the second component of E(t) (see Eq. (1)). Next, it fol-
lows from Eq. (17) that the Hadamard gate,

(19)

is realized if (εR – εL)T = 2πn (n ≠ 0 is an integer), ϕ1 –

ϕ0 = πm (m is an integer), and λL/λR = 1 ± .
We note that the values of εL and εR can be varied

independently by applying voltage biases to the surface
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gates, while the values of λL and λR can be adjusted by
appropriate changes in the electric field amplitudes.
Thus, various rotations of a charge qubit in the QD
nanostructure can be implemented through an appropri-
ate choice of the pulse parameters (frequency, phase,
intensity, duration) and proper nanostructure engineer-
ing. The unavoidable small deviations of the pulse fre-
quencies from the ideal resonance conditions and the
departures of λL, R from their optimal values can be
accounted for in a manner similar to that used in [10]
for the resonant electron transfer between the QDs.

The characteristic operation times are T ~ 1/(εR – εL) ~
1 ps for εR – εL ~ 1 meV. Since T ~ 1/Ω ~ 1/|λL, R| ~
1/eaE0, where a ~ 10 nm is the QD size, such values of
T correspond to an electric field strength E0 ~ 103 V/cm.
The short operation times allow one to minimize
unwanted decoherence effects. Indeed, the lowest
bounds for the decoherence times due to Nyquist–
Johnson noise from the gates and to 1/f noise from the
background charge fluctuations are [8] τ ~ 1 µs and τ ~
1 ns, respectively, so that the corresponding error rates
[12] D(T) = 1 – exp(–T/τ) do not exceed 10–3. As for the
phonon-induced decoherence, in the case in which the
absolute value of the difference εR – εL greatly exceeds
the energy of electron tunneling between the QDs (i.e.,
in the case of well-separated QDs), the main contribu-
tion to decoherence comes from dephasing processes,
and the error rate in common semiconductors is D(t) =
10–4–10–3 [12]. Such values of D(t) are close to the
fault-tolerance threshold for quantum computation
[13]. A detailed analysis of the decoherence effects is,
however, beyond the scope of this paper.

To summarize, we have shown that making use of
microwave pulses allows one to implement various
operations on a charge qubit encoded in two spatially
separated states of an electron in a double-dot nano-
structure. The extremely short operation times (~1 ps)
make it possible to minimize the decoherence effects to
a level that is sufficiently low for at least the proof-of-
principle experiments and for the demonstration of the
feasibility of the scheme discussed. Although we have
restricted ourselves to rectangular pulses, our treatment
can be generalized to other pulse shapes [14]. The
results obtained can be applied also to the Josephson
three-level gates [11, 15, 16]. Finally, it does not seem
unrealistic to organize the coupling of QD-based
charge qubits for conditional quantum operations.

Discussions with L. Fedichkin are gratefully
acknowledged.
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The security of a quantum cryptography key is guar-
anteed by the impossibility of exact simultaneous quan-
tum-mechanical measurements of observables corre-
sponding to noncommuting operators. This is a conse-
quence of the fundamental Heisenberg uncertainty
principle [1–4].

Systems of quantum cryptography based on time
shifts were previously proposed [5]. The use of such
systems requires a mathematical justification of their
security. In this paper, it is shown that quantum cryp-
tography on a pair of time-shifted nonorthogonal states
(B92 protocol [2]) with a spectrum in a finite frequency
band provides the detection of any changes in the states,
which ensures their security. This scheme is attractive
because it is potentially close to available classical fiber
optic systems in the structure of the transmitted states
and their measurements, and, in contrast to systems
with phase coding [6] and passive autocompensating
[7, 8], it does not require specific fiber optic compo-
nents.

The security of quantum cryptography on states
with spectrum in the finite frequency band, where non-
orthogonality (overlapping) is reached due to time
shifts between the states, is closely associated with the
fundamental energy–time uncertainty relation. Time is
a parameter rather than a dynamic variable [9]. This cir-
cumstance imposes specific constraints when this
uncertainty relation is applied to quantum cryptography
[10].

Any quantum cryptography system includes proce-
dures for preparing and measuring states. Any measure-
ment providing information on one of the nonorthogo-
nal states inevitably changes this state [3]. A measure-
ment is mathematically described by unity
decomposition in the space of states. It is substantial for
0021-3640/04/8007- $26.00 © 20507
security that the measurement must guarantee the
detection of any eavesdropping attempts (any changes
in the states). The detection of any changes in the states
means that any change must change the statistics of the
results of quantum-mechanical measurements at the
receiving end. The security of quantum cryptography
has been proved in several works, where various mea-
surements were considered [11–16].

One variant of quantum cryptography involves a
pair of nonorthogonal states that have a spectrum in the
finite frequency band W and that are maximally local-
ized in the time window (–T/2, T/2) (the T value for a
given W value will be determined below). Let us con-
sider a pair of single-photon states that are nonorthog-
onal due to a time shift τ0, correspond to 0 and 1 (" =
c = 1), and propagate in one direction with a wave vec-
tor k > 0. The first state is specified as

(1)

Therefore,

(2)

u1| 〉 x̂ũ1 x̂( )a+ x̂( ) 0| 〉 ,d∫=

a+ x̂( ) 1
2π
------ k̂δ k̂

2( )θ k0( )e ik̂ x̂– a+ k( ),d∫=

k̂ x̂ kx k0t, k̂– k k0,( ), x̂ x t,( ).= = =

u1| 〉 k̂ ũ1 k̂( )δ k̂
2( )θ k0( )a+ k( ) 0| 〉d∫=

=  
kd

k0
----- ũ1 k k0 k=,( ) k| 〉∫ ku1 k( ) k| 〉 ,d

W

∫=
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where

(3)

Only  values lying on the mass shell k0 = |k | = k (k >
0) contribute to the physical state. The time-shifted
state is given as

(4)

If the shift τ0 is less than the scale of the time localiza-
tion of the state, i.e., τ0 < T ≈ 1/W, the states are nonor-
thogonal, and their overlapping integral has the form

(5)

A measurement sensitive to any changes in the states is
described by the unity decomposition (e.g., [17])

(6)

where I is the identity operator in the space of states
spanned by the vectors |u1〉  and |U(τ0)u1〉 . The space of
results at the receiving end consists of three results 0, 1,
and ?. Results 0 and 1 are conclusive results; i.e., chan-
nel }0 can trigger only on the state |U(τ0)u1〉  and never
on the input state |u1〉, and vice versa. Counts in channel
}? are inconclusive results, because they may occur on
both states |u1〉  and |U(τ0)u1〉 . The measuring operators
in channels 0 and 1 are projectors (up to normalization).

Let us consider a state with a support in the fre-
quency band W:

(7)

k| 〉 a+ k( ) 0| 〉 , k k'〈 | 〉 k0δ k k'–( ),= =

u1 k( )
ũ1 k k,( )

k
------------------, k0 k, τ x t.–= = =

k̂

U τ0( )u1| 〉 ke
ikτ0–

u1 k( )a+ k( ) 0| 〉d

W

∫=

=  ke
ikτ0–

u1 k( ) k| 〉 .d

W

∫

U τ0( )u1 u1〈 | 〉 ke
ikτ0 u1 k( ) 2.d

W

∫=

}0
I U τ0( )u1| 〉 U τ0( )u1〈 |–( )

1 U τ0( )u1 u1〈 | 〉+
-----------------------------------------------------------,=

}1
I u1| 〉 u1〈 |–( )

1 U τ0( )u1 u1〈 | 〉+
---------------------------------------,=

}? I }0 }1;––=

ϕ| 〉 kϕ k( ) k| 〉d

W

∫ τϕ τ( ) τ| 〉 ,d

∞–

∞

∫= =

ϕ τ( ) 1
2π
------ keikτϕ k( ),d

W

∫=
is the amplitude of the state in the spacetime represen-
tation, τ = x – t, and

Basis states |τ〉 in the spacetime representation are
nonorthogonal, in contrast to basis states |k〉  in the
momentum representation. We analyze a measurement
realized by a filter with the frequency band W and a
“gate” (modulator), which is opened in front of the
detector in the time window (–T/2, T/2). This measure-
ment is described by the unity decomposition in the
space of states with the support in the frequency
band W

(8)

Here,

(9)

(10)

and the kernel has the form

(11)

The space of the results consists of two subsets: counts
in the time window (–T/2, T/2) and beyond it (–∞,
∞)/(−T/2, T/2). The probability of counts for the states
that fall into the time window and are filtered into the
frequency band W is determined as

(12)

Furthermore, let us consider states with the finite
frequency band that are maximally localized in the time
window (–T/2, T/2), i.e., states that realize the maxi-
mum of the functional

(13)

τ| 〉 1
2π
------ ke ikτ– k| 〉 .d

W

∫=

I W( ) k k| 〉 k〈 |d

W

∫ τ τ| 〉 τ〈 |d
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∞
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∫
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The amplitude (wave function) of such states satisfies
the following integral equation, which determines the
prolate spheroidal functions appearing in various prob-
lems of mathematical physics (see, e.g., [18, 19]):

(14)

Here, eigenvalues λn(WT) are the terms of the decreas-
ing sequence 1 > λ1(WT) > λ2(WT) > … > λn(WT) > …
0 (n = 1, …, ∞). The localization degree (normalization
fraction) of the state |un〉  in the time window (–T/2, T/2)
is equal to the nth eigenvalue

(15)

The localization degree is determined only by the prod-
uct WT of the bandwidth and the measurement time
window (for details, see [18]). The eigenvalues have a
remarkable property [18, 20]. For WT @ 1, the eigen-
functions corresponding to the N = [WT] eigenvalues
are localized in the time window with a probability
close to unity [λn(WT) ≈ 1]. The normalization fraction
of other eigenfunctions (n > N) in the time window is
small [λn(WT) ≈ 0]. Therefore, the basic contribution to
the normalization integral is obtained beyond the time
window (–T/2, T/2). The transient region from eigen-
values with the weight ≈1 to eigenvalues with the
weight ≈0 covers ln(4πWT) [20]. The eigenfunctions
have n – 1 zeros in the frequency band. This property
will be used below to prepare such states.

The measuring operator }(–T/2, T/2) is diagonal in
the basis of states |un〉; i.e.,

(16)

It is easy to verify the formula

(17)

Furthermore, we consider the case where WT ≈ 1;
i.e., one eigenfunction is most localized [λ1(WT) ≈ 1,
λn(WT) ! λ1(WT) for n > 1].

λ WT( )un k( ) 1
π
--- k_ k k' T,–( )un k'( ).d

W

∫=

Pr T /2 T /2,–( ) Tr } T /2– T /2,( ) un| 〉 un〈 |{ }=

=  τ un τ( ) 2d

T /2–

T /2

∫ λn WT( ).=

} T /2– T /2,( ) λn WT( ) un| 〉 un〈 | .
n 1=

∞

∑=

} T /2– T /2,( )

=  
τd

2π
------ kd

k
------e ikτ– k| 〉

W

∫ 
 
  k'd

k'
--------eik'τ k'〈 |

W

∫ 
 
 

T /2–

T /2

∫

=  
1
π
--- ζd

ζ1/2
--------

} T /2– T /2,( )
ζ I W( ) } T /2– T /2,( )+( )

--------------------------------------------------------------

0

∞

∫

=  λn WT( ) un| 〉 un〈 | .
n 1=

∞

∑
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If the state |u1〉  is prepared with any preassigned
accuracy, measurement (16) in the finite frequency
band and the time window (–T/2, T/2) is sufficient for
detecting any changes in the state; i.e., other states do
not provide the same statistics of measurement results.
States are prepared and measured by means of the stan-
dard fiber optic elements. A fiber optic modulator
serves as the gate, and an individual channel in the mul-
tiplex system based on an arrayed waveguide grating
(AWG) is used as the frequency filter.

Indeed, the probability of counts in the window
(−T/2, T/2) on the input state |u1〉  is determined as

(18)

Therefore, the probability of counts beyond this time
window is equal to

(19)

Let us show that any state other than |u1〉  provides
different statistics of counts for measurement (16). It is
important that the measuring operator in the time win-
dow (–T/2, T/2) “projects” (passes) only the states
whose support lies in the frequency band W. Any other
state in the finite frequency band can be decomposed in
the basis of states |un〉 . Let

(20)

be the modified state. According to the normalization
condition,

(21)

Therefore, the probability of counts in the measurement
time window on this input state is given by the expression

(22)

It is always less than the probability of counts on the
input state |u1〉 . Taking into account that the state |u1〉
with the support in the frequency band W is most local-
ized in the measurement time window 1 > λ1(WT) @
λn(WT), n ≥ 2, we obtain
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∞
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∞
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∞
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∞
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(23)

Only the condition λ1(WT) > λn(WT) (n ≥ 2) is generally
sufficient, and the condition λ1(WT) @ λn(WT) (n ≥ 2)
is not required. However, changes in the state are
detected more easily if the inequality is stricter.

The time window (–T/2, T/2) for quantum cryptog-
raphy is the sum of two time windows (see figure),

λ1 WT( ) λ1 WT( ) an
2

n 2≥
∑ 

 
 

–

+ λn WT( ) an
2 λ1 WT( ).<

n 2≥

∞

∑

Figure.
where results are conclusive and inconclusive. Thus,
the measuring operator is represented as the sum of two
operators attributed to the corresponding windows T =

 + Tincon:

(24)

The probability of conclusive and inconclusive results
is determined as

(25)

and

(26)

respectively. Owing to the tails of the state |U(τ0)u1〉 ,
this state may provide counts in window Tcon with the
probability

(27)

which is an error. Therefore, if a count is obtained in the

window , the probability of the correct identifica-
tion of the state |u1〉  corresponding to 0 is given by the
expression

Tcon
0( )

} T /2– T /2,( ) }con T /2– T /2– T 0( )+,( )=

+ }incon T /2– T 0( ) T /2,+( ).
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=  
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2
--------------------------------------------------------------------,

PrOK T incon( ) Tr }incon T /2– T 0( ) T /2,+( ) u1| 〉 u1〈 |{ }=

=  λ1 WT( ) PrOK Tcon( ),–

PrOK Tcon
0( )( )

=  Tr }con T /2– T /2–, T 0( )+( ) U τ0( )u1| 〉 U τ0( )u1〈 |{ }

=  

1 λ1 2 τ0
T
2
--- T 0( )–+ 

 
 
 –

2
----------------------------------------------------------,
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0( )
(28)p0
PrOK Tcon

0( )( )

PrOK Tcon
0( )( ) PrOK Tcon( )+

---------------------------------------------------------
λ1 WT( ) λ1 W T 2T 0( )–( )( )–

λ1 WT( ) λ1 W T 2T 0( )–( )( )– 1 λ1 2 τ0
T
2
--- T 0( )–+ 

 
 
 –+

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.= =
Correspondingly, if a count is obtained in the conclu-
sive window, the probability of an erroneous identifica-
tion of states is equal to

(29)

This error is present even in the absence of an eaves-
dropper and noise in the channel. It obviously arises
because states in the finite frequency band are infinitely
extended and always have tails falling within this range.
For measurements (6) in the ideal channel, the state |u1〉
or |U(τ0)u1〉  is identified with zero error if a conclusive
result is obtained. The width of the conclusive time
window must be chosen so that the identification error

p0
err 1 p0.–=
is small. In particular, for WT = 2 (see numerical data
for λn(WT) in [18, 20]), τ0 = T/2 (in this case, overlap-
ping of the states due to nonorthogonality is equal to
〈u1|U(τ0)u1〉  ≈ 0.5), the choice of the conclusive time
window T(0) = T/4 gives the error probability as

(30)

PrOK Tcon
0( )( )

λ1 WT( ) λ1 WT /2( )–
2

--------------------------------------------------=

=  
0.8056 0.5725–

2
-------------------------------------- 0.15399,=

PrOK Tcon
0( )( )

1 λ1 3WT /2( )–
2

-------------------------------------=
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The result for the state |U(τ0)u1〉  when counts are

obtained in the window  for this state is similar.

The error due to the tails of states when a count is
detected in the conclusive time window must not be
confused with the error of distinguishing between a pair
of nonorthogonal states by measurements (6).

It should be noted that the optical filter, through
which only states with the frequency spectrum within
W pass on the photodetector, is necessary for ensuring
the security of the protocol. Otherwise, the following
simple attack is possible: the eavesdropper carries out
the same measurements in the conclusive and inconclu-
sive windows as those carried out at the receiving end.
If the result is obtained in the conclusive window (see
figure), the eavesdropper resends a state that has a wide
frequency spectrum and is localized in the inconclusive
time window. Under such an attack and in the absence
of the optical filter with the band W, the statistics of the
measurement results at the receiving end does not
change. This situation is impossible in the presence of
the filter in front of the photodetector, because this fre-
quency band does not involve states more localized
than |u1〉  (|U(τ0)u1〉).

The BB84 protocol can be realized similarly by an
appropriate choice of the time-shifted states and mea-
surement time window [5].

The simplest method of preparing the state |u1〉  is to
cut a “part” of the state with a narrow frequency spec-
trum δW ! W by opening the modulator (optical gate)
for the time (–T/2, T/2) and to pass it through the filter
with the frequency band W. Let us show that the prepa-
ration procedure is described by the operators

, which are treated as the elements of
the superoperator in the Kraus decomposition for it.

Indeed, when the optical modulator (gate) opens for
a certain time interval, a state localized only in this time
interval arises at the output of the modulator. Therefore,
when this state is measured after the modulator, counts
are obtained only in this time interval. Let us consider
the superoperator T[…] whose decomposition has the
form

(31)

=  
1 0.99512–

2
---------------------------- 0.00244,=

p0
err 0.0156 1.5%.≈=

Tcon
0( )

} T /2– T /2,( )

T …[ ] }Wm
T /2– T /2,( ) …[ ] }Wm

T /2– T /2,( )+=

+ I Wm( ) }Wm
T /2– T /2,( )– …[ ]

…[ ] I Wm( ) }Wm
T /2– T /2,( )+– ,

}Wm
T /2– T /2,( )
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Here, |un(Wm)〉  are the eigenfunctions of integral opera-
tor (14) with W = Wm, where Wm is the bandwidth of the
modulator (gate), which must be sufficiently wide
(Wm @ W ~ 1/T). In this case, for any input state |ϕ〉 with
the support in the band δW ! Wm, the output state is
localized in the time window (–T/2, T/2) with probabil-
ity arbitrarily close to unity, as follows from Eq. (32)
because WmT @ 1. The superoperator cuts that part of
the state |ϕ〉 which is localized in the window (–T/2,
T/2). In this case, the frequency spectrum of the state
efficiently extends and becomes ~Wm. Owing to the fur-
ther transmission through the filter with the frequency
band W, the output state is |u1〉  with overwhelming
probability. Transmission through the filter leads also to
the time smearing of the state (correspondingly to the
parameter WT). The action of the filter is described by

the projector 3W = |k〉〈 k| on the state at the output

of the gate. Indeed,

(33)

In view of Eqs. (31) and (32), if the input state is |ϕ〉, the
state at the output of the optical gate with the filter has
the form

(34)

where (0) = (k)un(k) ≈ ϕ*(0)un(0), δW !

W. The frequency origin is shifted to the central fre-
quency Wc; i.e., 0  Wc. Furthermore, it is conve-
nient to take the input state that is almost monochro-
matic and correspondingly extended in spacetime, with
the frequency band coinciding with the central fre-

=  
τd

2π
------ kd

k
------e ikτ– k| 〉

Wm

∫ 
 
  k'd

k'
--------e ik'τ– k'〈 |

Wm

∫ 
 
 

T /2–

T /2

∫

=  λn WmT( ) un Wm( )| 〉 un Wm( )〈 | .
n 1=

∞

∑

kd
W∫

1
Tr 3W}Wm

T /2– T /2,( )3W ϕ| 〉 ϕ〈 |{ }
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3W

× }Wm
T /2– T /2,( ) ϕ| 〉 ϕ〈 |[ ]



× }Wm
T /2– T /2,( ) )+


 3W

=  
1

Tr } T /2– T /2,( ) ϕ| 〉 ϕ〈 |{ }
--------------------------------------------------------------

× } T /2– T /2,( ) ϕ| 〉 ϕ〈 |[ ] } T /2– T /2,( )+.

ϕ| 〉 kϕ k( ) k| 〉

λn WT( ) un| 〉un 0( )
n 1=

∞

∑

λn WT( ) un 0( ) 2

n 1=

∞

∑
-------------------------------------------------------,d

δW

∫=

un kϕ*d
δW∫
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quency of the filter, which is the case in fiber optic sys-
tems. A CW laser with a narrow frequency band can be
used as a source.

Let us use the properties of the eigenvalues of inte-
gral operator (14). In particular, for WT = 2, the first
eigenvalue dominates: λ1(WT) = 0.88056, λ2(WT) =
0.35564, λ3(WT) = 0.035868…, λ8(WT) = 2.7 × 10–14

[18–20]. We recall that the eigenfunctions un(k) have
n – 1 zeros. Therefore, (0) ≠ 0, (0) ≈ 0, and

(0) ! (0). For WT = 2, the state has the form

(35)

where (WT) = λn(WT)| (0)|2. A single application
of the optical gate and W-band filter to the “monochro-
matic” state with a narrow frequency band δW ! W
provides the output state |u1〉  with the admixture of
other states of no more than 10–3, because
| (0)/ (0)|2 ≈ 3.5 × 10–2 and λ1(2)/λ3(2) = 0.18 and,

correspondingly, (2)/ (2) ≈ 6 × 10–3. Successive
N-multiple applications of this procedure reduces the
admixture of other states exponentially in the parameter

( (WT)/ (WT))N. A single application is sufficient in
an actual experiment.

Thus, the optical gate with the filter enables one to
prepare states most localized in a given time window by
cutting from states with a narrow frequency spectrum
that are obtained particularly at the output of the CW
laser. A fiber optic system of filters based on AWG tech-
nology, which is a standard element of fiber optic com-
munication systems operating in the multiplex regime,
can be used as the filter. The only necessary condition
is that the duration T of pulses at the output of the mod-
ulator must correlate with the frequency band W of an
individual channel in the system of AWG filters such
that WT ≈ 1–2.

In this work, only the first step of an analysis of
quantum cryptography based on time shifts has been
made, and it has been shown that measurements in the
finite frequency band and finite time window ensure the
detection of any change in input states. The complete
cryptographic analysis must determine a relation
between a change in the statistics of measurement
results and the maximum possible leakage of informa-
tion in such a measurement. This problem must be ana-
lyzed separately.

Let us present some numerical estimates. Arrayed
waveguide-grating filters with a bandwidth of 0.02 nm
are used in standard multiplex fiber optic systems with
a transmission rate of 2.5 GHz.1 Such a system of filters

1 Fiber optic communication systems in the THz frequency band
are available. For these systems, the accuracy of gating of the
avalanche photodetector must be equal to several picoseconds.

u1 u2

u3 u1

≈
λ̃1 WT( ) u1| 〉 λ̃ 3 WT( ) u3| 〉+

λ̃1 WT( ) λ̃3 WT( )+
-----------------------------------------------------------------------,

λ̃n un

u1 u3

λ̃1 λ̃3

λ̃3 λ̃1
                                                           

can be used for quantum cryptography systems. In this
case, the condition WT ≈ 2 requires a pulse duration of
T ≈ 800 ps. The accuracy of gating must be equal to
about 100 ps. However, this does not mean that a key
can be distributed with this rate. The transmission rate
in quantum cryptography systems is limited by the time
of recovering the avalanche photodetector when count-
ing photons. It is important that available standard
AWG filters can be used for quantum cryptography.
The width of the frequency channels of filters deter-
mines only the duration of pulses, whereas the pulse
repetition frequency is usually equal to about 1 MHz,
due to slow recovery of the avalanche photodetector.

This work was supported by the Academy of Cryp-
tography of the Russian Federation, the Russian Foun-
dation for Basic Research (project no. 02-02-16289),
and Moscow State University (interdisciplinary
project).
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The interaction between tunneling system inherent in amorphous solids is established to be responsible for the
universal behavior of their kinetics and thermodynamic properties at low temperature. In this paper, we describe
the relaxation mechanism induced by the interaction that falls down as R–3 at large distances. This interaction
is either the electrostatic dipole–dipole one or is the elastic one between the point defects (the tunneling sys-
tem). In the last case, the interaction is due to an indirect interaction induced by acoustic virtual phonon
exchange. The relaxation becomes significant at sufficiently low temperature where phonons are substantially
frozen out. We show that, in a realistic experimental situation, the measuring field strongly accelerates the inter-
action-stimulated relaxation. The characteristic temperature and field dependences of the relaxation rate
are found when the rate is affected both by the interaction between tunneling systems and by the external field.
© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 61.43.Fs; 75.50.Lk; 77.22.Ch
1. INTRODUCTION

For a long time, the standard model of noninteract-
ing two-level systems (TLS) [1] has served as a good
background for understanding experimental data in
glasses at low temperatures T ≤ 1 K. Further investiga-
tions have revealed that, below 100 mK, almost all
measurements in dielectric glasses that deal with their
relaxation properties [2–6] cannot be treated while
ignoring the TLS interaction. For this reason, one can
suppose that, below 100 mK, these systems (i.e., TLS)
manifest collective behavior induced by the interac-
tions between them.

It is well-established that, in amorphous solids, TLS
are coupled with phonons. In dielectric glasses at T !
ΘD (ΘD is the Debye temperature), coupling with
acoustic phonons plays a main role. The virtual
exchange of TLS by acoustic phonons results in a indi-
rect interaction between these systems that decays with
the distance R as R–3. In particular, this interaction gives
rise to the flip-flop transitions between two TLS (see
Fig. 1). The transition amplitude also decays with the
distance as R–3 [7, 8]. In a number of dielectric glasses,
TLS possess their own dipole moment. In this case, the
electrostatic dipole–dipole interaction can become the
dominating interaction between TLS [9]. This interac-
tion also decreases with the distance as R–3. It was
experimentally discovered by Arnold and Hunklinger
[10] (see also [9]) that the 1/R3 interaction contributes
to the spectral diffusion of the TLS energy. This spec-

¶ This article was submitted by the authors in English.
0021-3640/04/8007- $26.00 © 200513
tral diffusion involves the dynamic fluctuation of the
TLS energy due to its interaction with neighboring TLS
making transitions between their levels [11].

Along with the interaction significance for the
acoustic [9, 10] and optical [12–14] hole-burning
experiments, it also affects the decay of coherent ech-
oes [15]. Also, the interaction between TLS has been
revealed in nonequilibrium dielectric measurements [5,
16], thus giving rise to the reduction of the spectral den-
sity near zero energy. This is interpreted as the dipole
gap formation [17]. In addition, it has been found that
the transition from coherent to incoherent tunneling
takes place if the typical interaction energy exceeds
tunneling splitting [18]. Recently discovered anoma-
lous low-temperature behavior of amorphous solids in
an external magnetic field [19–24] can also be associ-
ated with the TLS interaction.

The relaxation in a disordered system can be due to
delocalized excitations. The single particle energy
delocalization is not efficient for the ensemble of inter-
acting TLS because the static energy disordering is very
strong there. Therefore, the Anderson localization [25]
of all excitations takes place. In other words, the local-
ization in the disordered TLS system is due to a large
(compared with the flip-flop transition amplitude for
this pair) energy-level mismatch for a typical pair of
TLS (Fig. 1a). We suppose that a TLS excitation energy
can experience large time-dependent fluctuations.
These fluctuations can reduce the energy mismatch
value, stimulating level crossing and supporting flip-
flop transitions (see the resonant pair in Fig. 1b). Such
fluctuations can be induced by either the external alter-
04 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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nating (measuring) field, or they can be due to the spec-
tral diffusion caused by transitions of neighboring TLS.
Thus, such fluctuations can promote delocalization in
the system. In the absence of an external field, this delo-
calization can be treated as a self-consistent process in
which spectral diffusion induces TLS transitions. In its
turn, TLS transitions cause the spectral diffusion that is
due to TLS interactions.

This paper is a comprehensive presentation of our
results concerning the effect of a R–3 interaction on the
dynamic properties of amorphous solids. It is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we address the single particle
localization problem for zero temperature and zero
external alternating field. In Section 3, the effect of an
external alternating field on the single particle localiza-
tion is studied. We demonstrate that a field with a suffi-
ciently large amplitude and a small frequency can break
the Anderson localization. In Section 4, we study the
finite temperature many-body delocalization of a TLS
energy within the TLS ensemble induced by the self-
consistent dynamics of resonant pairs (see Fig. 1b).
Section 5 is devoted to the complicated but experimen-
tally relevant regime in which both the external field
and the interactions of TLS must be taken into account
simultaneously. In the Summary section, we present a
brief discussion of the application of our theory to
experimental studies.

Fig. 1. Energy transport between excited TLS (left) and
nonexcited TLS (right). It is not efficient in the off-resonant
case (a), where the energy-level mismatch exceeds the res-
onant interval indicated by the figure bracket. For the reso-
nant pair (b), the interaction of TLS induces flip-flop transi-
tions that mix up two possible quasi-degenerate states,
where either first or second TLS is excited, while the
remaining TLS is in its ground state.

(a)

(b)
2. ANDERSON LOCALIZATION
OF THE TLS ENERGY

The relaxation of TLS is mainly due to resonant
TLS, for which the bias asymmetries ∆ and tunneling
amplitudes ∆0 are of the same order of magnitude. The

energy E = (∆2 + )1/2 is presumed to be uniformly
distributed within a wide energy interval, with P being
the distribution constant. The pseudospin-1/2 Hamilto-
nian of the interacting resonant TLS reads [8, 26, 27]

(1)

where Uij is the coupling amplitude and the amplitude
constant is 〈U〉  = 0. The phononless relaxation induced
by the interaction is due to a TLS pair obeying the res-
onant condition

(2)

Hereafter, such a TLS pair is referred to as a resonant
pair (RP).

The Anderson delocalization and/or localization are
explicitly associated with a TLS capability for forming
resonant pairs. If a typical TLS has, on average, a large
number of resonant neighbors, one would expect delo-
calization. In fact, each resonance shares its energy
between two TLS. One can use a percolation analogy
that connects all resonant pairs into a cluster. When the
infinite cluster is formed, excitations become delocal-
ized (cf. [28]). The average number N0 of TLS that are
forming a resonant pair with a given TLS reads

(3)

where L is the size of the whole system and a is the min-
imum distance between two TLS. Since in all glasses
the parameter χ ∝  PU is very small (see, e.g., [29, 30])

(4)

the number of resonant neighbors is much less than
unity for any reasonable sample size L. Therefore, only
a small fraction of two-level systems belong to resonant
pairs, while the majority of these systems are immobile.
This proves the full Anderson localization of all excita-
tions in this system.

3. DELOCALIZATION OF FLOQUET STATES

We consider the effect of an external alternating
field on the Anderson localization within the TLS
ensemble at zero temperatures. An approximate zero-
temperature condition means that one can neglect the
interaction between excited TLS because their total
number is negligibly small in this case. In particular,
there is no spectral diffusion. Due to the field, the

∆0
2

H EiSi
z UijSi

xS j
x, U Rij( )

ij

∑–
i

∑–
U

Rij
3

------,= =

E E'– U Rij( ).<

N0 χ L
a
--- 

  , χln≈ 4πPU ,=

χ 4πPU 10 3– –10 2– ,≤=
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energy Ei acquires the oscillating part aicos(ωt). We
assume that the field varies sufficiently slowly and that
the amplitude ai  is small compared to the typical scale
of the excitation energy

(5)

We let bi be the amplitude of the excited TLS state
(pseudospin projection up) at the site i. The evolution of
a single-particle excitation can be described by the
Schrödinger equation with an external field involved:

(6)

Equation (6) can be rewritten in terms of the Floquet
state amplitude din [31]

(7)

with ε being an eigenvalue of a Floquet eigenstate
quasienergy. Here, Jp(x) is the Bessel function of order p.

If the hopping term Tin; jp is neglected, then the
eigenstates of the system in the external field corre-
spond to localized single-site excitations, called
dressed excitations, of a TLS coherently dressed by n
“quanta” of frequency ω. The resonant condition for
these excitations, similarly to Eq. (2), reads

(8)

This criterion is similar to multiphoton resonances in
nonlinear optics.

Let us denote the average of a site-fluctuating differ-
ence |ai – aj| by a. The argument of the Bessel function
in Eq. (7) is a large parameter of order a/ω @ 1 (see
Eq. (5)). If |n| > a/ω, the magnitude of the correspond-
ing Bessel function is exponentially small, entailing a
negligible probability of resonant coupling. The oppo-
site condition a > |n|ω means that, in order to have res-
onant coupling, the energy difference should be at least
less than the field amplitude a:

(9)

In classical language, this condition means that the
interaction of TLS can be efficient only when the exter-
nal field stimulates their real level crossing.

Under condition (9) and a/ω @ 1, the Bessel func-
tion in Eq. (7) can be approximately replaced by its
asymptotic value. Omitting the standard oscillating
prefactor, which plays no role in a random discrete

ω ! ai ! Ei.

iḃi Ei ai ωt( )cos–( )bi Uijb j.
j

∑+=

εdin Ei nω–( )din Tin; jpd jp,
jp

∑+=

Tin; jp UijJ p n–

a j ai–
ω

-------------- 
 =

Ei nω– E j– Ti0; jn≤ UijJn

a j ai–
ω

-------------- 
  .=

n a/ω Ei E j– a.<<
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problem, one can estimate the coupling amplitude for
dressed excitations (DE) (Eq. (7)) as

(10)

We consider the delocalization of an excitation due
to an alternating field within the framework of the con-
cept of resonant coupling. Two sites i and j are in reso-
nance when the condition in Eq. (8) is satisfied at least
for some n < a/ω (see Eq. (9) and Fig. 2). Since the
energy splitting between two subsequent levels is equal
to the field frequency ω, resonance always occurs if the
hopping amplitude Ti0; jn exceeds ω and if condition (9)
is fulfilled. As directly follows from Eq. (10), this hap-
pens when sites i and j are separated by a sufficiently
small distance Rij

(11)

Thus, all TLS j located closer than the crossover dis-
tance r∗  to TLS i under consideration with |Ei – Ej | < a
are resonantly coupled with each other. Taking into
account that the number of such centers in a unit vol-
ume is equal to Pa, we find that the total number of the
resonant neighbors within the sphere of a radius r∗  is
given by

(12)

Ti0; jn
U

Rij
3

------ ω
a
----.≈

Rij r*< U/ aω( )1/3
.=

W r*( ) 1
3
---χ a

ω
----.=

Fig. 2. The formation of a resonant pair from an initially
nonresonant one (a) in the external alternating field. The
coherent excitation dressing (b) enables transitions with the
energy change given by the integer number n of field fre-
quencies. The case n = –2 satisfies the resonance conditions
(see Eq. (8)).

(a)

(b)
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At larger distances R > r∗ , the total number of reso-
nances in each layer r∗  < r1 < R < r2

(13)

increases by a factor of  as compared to the zero
field case (Eq. (3)).

According to Levitov’s analysis of the delocaliza-
tion problem, in the case of the 1/R3 energy hopping
amplitude [32], the parameter χ∗  is a decisive parame-
ter for delocalization. As follows from Eqs. (12) and
(13), when χ∗  ! 1 the first resonance occurs at the dis-

tance Ra ~ r∗  @ r∗ . Thus, the first hop of the exci-
tation occurs to the distance Ra and takes some time t1
that is determined by the inverse hopping amplitude t1 ~

Ra/U ∝  . Then, the time required for the second
hop, when the next resonance appears, is exponentially
large compared with t1 [32]. Therefore, the delocaliza-
tion, if any, is exponentially slow.

In the opposite case χ∗  > 1, the number of reso-
nances exceeds unity in each spherical layer r1 < R < 2r1
(r1 > r∗ ), and the resonant sites form an infinite cluster,
which means the existence of the delocalized state [8].

The inverse time of a single hop between two near-
est resonant neighbors in the delocalization regime can

W r1 r2,( ) P d3R
U

R3
----- ω

a
----

a
ω
---- 

 

r1

r2

∫≈ χ*
r2

r1
----,ln=

χ* 4πPU
a
ω
----,=

a/ω

e
1/χ*

e
3/χ*

Fig. 3. The interaction of resonant pairs leads to many-body
delocalization. (a) The excitation is transferred due to the
simultaneous flip-flop transitions of four TLS to new states
(b). The transitions involving two TLS belonging to differ-
ent resonant pairs (c) are not allowed because of the energy
mismatch.

(a)

(b)

(c)
be treated as a relaxation rate for the DE located at a
certain site. The distance Ra < r∗  between these neigh-
bors can be estimated from the relation W(Ra) ≈ 1 (see
Eq. (12)). This radius is determined as

(14)

and the typical hopping amplitude corresponding to the
distance Ra estimates the inverse lifetime (the relax-
ation rate) for the DE as

(15)

4. MANY BODY DELOCALIZATION, 
DEPHASING AND RELAXATION

Here, we will discuss the case of the zero field and a
finite temperature T > 0. The Anderson localization of
excitations proved in Section 2 takes place only if every
resonant pair RP can be treated independently. This
assumption is valid provided that one can neglect the
interaction between different excited TLS. We will see
that this is not the case at any finite temperature T > 0.
Below, we will show that, at any finite temperature, the
long-range 1/R3 interaction of excited TLS leads to irre-
versible dynamics and relaxation. This relaxation is
essentially of a many-body origin. In other words, one
should take into account simultaneous transitions in
two or more RP (see Fig. 3) and, thus, at least four TLS
will participate in an elementary process [8, 27, 33, 34].

Any RP has four energy levels. Two of them corre-
spond to the flip-flop configuration mentioned above
(see Fig. 2b). The two other states of a pair correspond
to the configuration in which both TLS are either in
their excited or their ground states. In fact, the typical
energy of excited TLS in a resonant pair is given by the
thermal energy T, while their flip-flop transition ampli-
tude Vij is generally much smaller due to the weakness
of the interaction in Eq. (3). Therefore, the flip-flop
interaction ∆0p can connect only pairs of TLS where
one of them is in its excited state and the other one is in
its ground state (Fig. 2). The other two states are sepa-
rated from the flip-flop pair by a large energy gap on the
order of the temperature.

The states of the flip-flop configuration are sepa-
rated by the energy interval ∆p = |E – E ' |. In spite of the
fact that E, E' ≈ T, one can construct RP with ∆p, ∆0p !
T. Then, even if the interaction V(R) between these TLS
is weak, the condition ∆p ≤ ∆0p can be valid. Therefore,
the two levels in the resonant pair can be strongly cou-
pled (see Eq. (2)). In the remainder of this paper, we
will consider only flip-flop configurations of RP. We
will treat RP as a new kind of two-level system, namely,
one with the energy asymmetry ∆p = |E – E ' | and the
tunneling amplitude ∆0p(R).

Thus, below, we investigate the relaxation of this
novel RP type of the two-level system for which the dis-

Ra Pa( ) 1/3–≈

τ*
1– T Ra( )≈ U

Ra
3

----- ω/a aω( )1/2χ .= =
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tribution function of parameters ∆p and ∆0p is defined as
[8, 30]

(16)

The brackets denote two averages, namely, thermal
averaging and averaging over the distribution of param-
eters of the original TLS. In addition, the integration
over the distance R is implied. The evaluation of the
pair distribution function (Eq. (16)) within logarithmic
accuracy [8, 33] is

(17)

We remember that resonant pairs are only those
pairs for which ∆p ≤ ∆0p. Therefore, each resonant pair
has the single characteristic energy given by its flip-flop
amplitude ∆0p. Since resonant pairs are mainly formed
by TLS with ∆ ~ ∆0 ~ T, the characteristic pair transition
amplitude can be estimated as U/R3, where R ~
(U/∆0p)1/3 is the size of the pair.

Resonant pairs interact with each other. We will
show, following [8, 33], that this interaction inevitably
leads to the energy delocalization induced by collective
flip-flop transitions similar to that shown in Fig. 3. It is
convenient to separate the whole sequence of resonant
pairs into the infinite set of strips k = 1, 2, 3, …. These
strips are defined in the space of characteristic energies
of each resonant pair. Each strip k is formed by resonant
pairs having transition amplitudes within the range
(∆0p(k)/2, ∆0p(k)), with ∆0p(k) = T/2k. One can estimate
the concentration of RP Nk within the strip k by making
use of the distribution function (Eq. (17)):

(18)

It is important that the RP concentration in each
strip k is completely independent of the value of ∆0p(k).
Separating strips corresponding to all permissible val-
ues ∆0p, one can completely cover the whole ensemble
of resonant pairs. Within any strip, the RP concentra-
tion is constant and equal to N∗  (Eq. (18)). Therefore,
the average distance between RP within any strip does
not depend on its kind. This distance is equal to R∗  ≈

. Since the interaction between RP is of the same
origin as the interaction between TLS, it is given by the

same expression, namely, U/ . Therefore, the typical
energy of the interaction between RP within any strip is
given by

(19)

Since RP is a kind of TLS, one can introduce a con-
cept of a flip-flop configuration for the two RP shown
in Fig. 3 and derive an expression for the transition

P 2( ) ∆p ∆0 p,( )

=  δ ∆p E E '––( )δ ∆0 p
U

R3
-----

∆0∆0'

EE'
-----------– 

  .

P 2( ) ∆p ∆0 p,( ) PT( ) PU( )/∆0 p
2 .≈

Nk PT( ) PU( )≈ N*.=

N*

1
3
---–

R*
3

U* U/R*
3 Tχ2.≈ ≈
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amplitude  between the levels of this configuration.
Because the interacting pairs are both resonant, this
transition amplitude is given by their characteristic
interaction (Eq. (19)). We consider the effect of this
flip-flop interaction on RP belonging to different strips.

The strips with energies smaller than U∗  satisfy the
conditions of the Anderson delocalization because the
characteristic flip-flop transition amplitude U∗  between
RP is greater than or equal to their energy disordering,
which is determined by their characteristic energy ∆0k.
The elementary process of an energy hop between pairs
is demonstrated in Fig. 3. It is important that, in order
to transfer the energy, the simultaneous transition of all
four TLS is required, while the transition of two TLS
belonging to different resonant pairs (Fig. 3c) is forbid-
den because of the energy mismatch that is on the order
of the thermal energy T. Thus, RP excitations in the
cluster formed by the strip with the energy U∗  are delo-
calized. The relaxation rate of excitations within this
strip is given by the inverse characteristic interaction

(20)

(21)

This dephasing rate decreases linearly with tempera-
ture. Compared with the phonon-induced channel pro-
viding a T2 dependence (see [11]), the dephasing gov-
erned by the mechanism under consideration predomi-
nates at sufficiently low temperatures.

Regardless of the relaxation mechanism, the spec-
tral diffusion rate is defined as [9, 11]

(22)

On the other hand, in a system with the 1/R3 interaction,
this rate can be expressed as the ratio of the spectral dif-
fusion amplitude χT and the thermal TLS relaxation
time τ1 [9, 11]:

(23)

Using Eqs. (21) and (23), one can estimate the relax-
ation rate for thermal TLS as [8]

(24)

5. RELAXATION AT FINITE TEMPERATURES 
AND UNDER STRONG FIELDS

Previously, we have shown that the 1/R3 interaction
of excitations and the external alternating field can
independently result in delocalization and in irrevers-
ible TLS dynamics in the regime of arbitrarily strong
disordering. Under real experimental conditions, both
the TLS interaction and the external alternating (mea-
suring) field are significant. Below, we consider the

∆0
4( )

τ*
1– U* T PU( )2.≈∼

τ2
1– U R*( ) Tχ2.≈ ≈

Ė〈 〉 τ 2
2– .∼

τ2
2– χT /τ1.=

τ1
1– χ3T .=
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combined contribution of two those effects on the TLS
relaxation.

Our analysis starts with the very low frequency of
the external field, where the field can be treated as
static. Then, the frequency will substantially increase to
its maximum value ω ~ T. The case of larger frequen-
cies ω > T is beyond the scope of this paper, because of
almost unavoidable heating. The results of our consid-
eration are noted in the table.

Below, we consider the case of a relatively large
field amplitude a > Tχ, where the field effect is signifi-
cant. Such a regime has been realized in metallic
glasses [35], where a nonlinear behavior has been
revealed. The condition a > Tχ means that the fluctua-
tion of a TLS energy induced by an external field
exceeds the interaction-induced fluctuation. To avoid
heating, we also assume that the field amplitude is less
than the thermal energy. Thus, in our consideration
below, the field amplitude a satisfies the inequality

(25)

5.1. Quasistatic Field

When the frequency of the external field ω is very
small, the field is almost static and we can ignore it.
Then, the relaxation and dephasing rates are defined by
the zero-field limit (Eqs. (21) and (24), respectively). In
this regime, the fluctuations of TLS energy are due to
the self-consistent spectral diffusion alone. The spectral
diffusion rate is given by Eq. (22). The rate of a TLS
energy fluctuation induced by the external field is aω.
The external field can be treated as static until the spec-
tral diffusion rate exceeds the fluctuation rate due to the

field, i.e., when  > aω, which takes place at ω <
(Tχ2)2/a (see the first row in the table).

5.2. Adiabatic Relaxation Induced by a Slow Field

At a larger frequency

(26)

the field cannot be ignored. It can stimulate transitions
of TLS and irreversible relaxation due to energy-level
crossings of different TLS. At a large field amplitude
(Eq. (25)), crossing between two TLS energy levels E0

Tχ a T .< <

τ2
2–

ω Tχ2( )2
/a>

Frequency-dependent relaxation rate

Frequency range

0 < ω < (Tχ2)2/a Tχ3 Tχ2

(Tχ2)2/a < ω < aχ2 (aω)1/2χ (aωT2)1/4χ
aχ2 < ω < Tχ aχ2 (aT)1/2χ3/2

Tχ < ω < a (a/ω)Tχ3 (a/ω)1/2Tχ2

a < ω < T or a < Tχ Tχ3 Tχ2

τ1
1– τ2

1–
and Ej (E0 – Ej – acosωt = 0) [36] is possible provided
that

(27)

The average distance between two TLS satisfying
Eq. (27) is given by Ra . (Pa)–1/3.

Consider a flip-flop pair of TLS with close energies
satisfying Eq. (27) and separated by a distance Rj. This
pair undergoes level crossing during the field oscilla-
tion period ω–1. If the pair transition amplitude is large,

i.e, V2 = (U/ )2 >  . aω, adiabatic relaxation takes
place. Then, according to the Landau–Zener theory, the
excitation will transfer within a TLS pair with almost
unity probability if the size Rj of the pair is sufficiently
small (see Eq. (11)):

(28)

The adiabatic regime takes place when each thermal
TLS has a large number of adiabatic neighbors, thus
satisfying Eqs. (27) and (28). This requires r∗  > Ra,
which leads to the frequency constraint (see the table,
second row)

. (29)

For a given thermal TLS, the relaxation rate  can be
estimated as a frequency of adiabatic level crossings
given by the product of the field oscillation frequency
ω and the number of adiabatic level-crossing events
during the single field oscillation. The latter value is
given by the number of adiabatic neighbors χ∗  that sat-
isfy Eq. (27) and that are located within the sphere of

the radius r∗  around a given TLS, χ∗  . Pa  =
(a/ω)1/2χ @ 1

(30)

It is interesting that the relaxation rate (Eq. (30)) coin-
cides with that of Eq. (15).

In the adiabatic regime, we can estimate the dephas-
ing rate using Eqs. (23) and (30):

(31)

It is important that dephasing (Eq. (31)) is so fast that
the phase coherency between the periodic events of
level crossings occurring during the period ω–1 can be
ignored. This is true in the whole adiabatic frequency
domain (the second row of the table), because the
dephasing time is, in fact, less than the oscillation
period (see Eqs. (25), (29), (31))

(32)

E0 E j– a.<

R j
3 Ė

R j r* . U/ aω( )1/3
.<

ω aχ2<

τ1
1–

r*
3

τ1
1–
 . χ*ω aω( )1/2χ .=

τ2
1– Tχ/τ1( )1/2 aωT2( )1/4χ .= =

ωτ2 ω/ aχ2( )( )3/4
a/T( )1/4χ1/2 1.<=
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5.3. Nonadiabatic Regime at Intermediate Frequencies

Consider the nonadiabatic regime, which takes
place at higher frequencies

(33)

This condition is opposite to Eq. (29). In this regime,
the vast majority of thermal TLS undergo nonadiabatic
level crossings (see Eq. (34) below).

In the adiabatic case, we have dealt with the regime
ωτ2 < 1 (see Eq. (32)). In the nonadiabatic regime, char-
acterized by Eq. (33), one should distinguish between
two cases, namely, ωτ2 < 1 and ωτ2 > 1, where the phase
memory between two subsequent level crossings either
exists or does not exist, respectively.

We consider the first case ωτ2 < 1, which is valid at
the border of adiabatic and nonadiabatic domains ω =
aχ2 (see the table). Here, dephasing is fast, and phase
correlations between periodic level crossings can be
ignored. Most efficient flip-flop transitions occur
between thermal TLS separated by the average distance
Ra (Eq. (14)). In fact, this distance is the characteristic
separation of neighboring two-level systems with
energy differences less than the field amplitude a that is
required for level crossing. On the other hand, at larger
distances, the nonadiabatic-transition probability
decreases with the distance very quickly, i.e., as V2 ~ R–6.
Therefore, the most efficient energy transfer should
occur between nearest neighbors. The relevant transi-

tion amplitude reads Va = U/  ~ aχ. In the large-fre-
quency case (Eq. (33)), one has

(34)

and transitions are nonadiabatic. According to the Lan-
dau–Zener theory, their probability per one energy-
level crossing, of occurring a few times for the period

ω–1 is Wa . /(aω) = (a/ω)χ2. This probability defines
the TLS relaxation rate as the inverse average time
between two successful transitions

(35)

Then, using Eq. (23), one finds

. (36)

The above derivation remains valid until the breaking
of the condition of Eq. (32) at

(37)

In the opposite case, i.e., that of ωτ2 > 1, the field
periodicity is significant, meaning that the formalism of
DE introduced in Section 3 (see also [31]) becomes
applicable.

The further analysis depends on the relationship
between the DE energy splitting ω and the spectral dif-

ω aχ2.>

Ra
3

Va
2 Ė< aω=

Va
2

τ1
1– Waω . aχ2.=

τ2
1– a1/2T1/2χ3/2=

ω a1/2T1/2χ3/2.>
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fusion amplitude Tχ (see Eq. (25)). We start with the
case of lower frequencies (see the table)

(38)

where all pairs of TLS with an energy difference of less
than the field amplitude a inevitably undergo DE level
crossing during the spectral diffusion quasi-period τ1.
These crossing levels are coupled by the transition
amplitude of dressed excitations (Eq. (10)).

In the regime of Eqs. (37) and (38), relaxation is
induced by nonadiabatic level crossing caused by spec-
tral diffusion. On the other hand, the spectral diffusion
is caused by the relaxation dynamics of TLS, so the
process is self-consistent [8, 27, 33, 34].

We assume that there is an existing characteristic

relaxation rate of thermal TLS . Transitions of ther-
mal TLS change other TLS energies, thus giving rise to
spectral diffusion. The spectral diffusion leads to level
crossing of DE, stimulating irreversible transitions with
the output rate rout. The self-consistent relaxation mech-

anism requires the input rate  to be equal to this out-
put rate.

The rate of transitions induced by the spectral diffu-
sion can be estimated as the number of transitions
induced by level crossings during the quasiperiod of the
spectral diffusion τ1 multiplied by the frequency of

spectral-diffusion cycles . Energy-level crossing for
two DE happens when (cf. Eq. (8); Fig. 2)

(39)

(where n is an integer number). The total number of
such crossings due to the spectral-diffusion induced
energy fluctuation Tχ for the time τ1 is given by

(40)

Multiple crossings for the same TLS pair give a loga-
rithmic correction to Eq. (40) and can be neglected in
the qualitative scaling approximation [8, 33, 34]. This
is due to the specific behavior of the spectral diffusion
induced by the 1/R3 interaction. For this spectral diffu-
sion, the characteristic energy fluctuation is directly
proportional to the time [9, 11]. Therefore, this is an
anomalous diffusion process as compared to the normal
diffusive t1/2 behavior of the displacement. For this
super-diffusion case, the probability of energy return-
ing back to its initial value is not so large as in the case
of the normal diffusion.

We consider nonadiabatic flip-flop transitions only
between neighboring thermal DE separated by the dis-
tance Ra (see Eq. (14)), because the nonadiabatic tran-
sition probability over larger distances drops with the
distance very quickly (R–6). The probability of a nona-
diabatic transition during one level crossing for such a
pair of thermal DE induced by the spectral diffusion

with the rate 〈| |〉 ≈  can be estimated using the Lan-

ω Tχ ,≤

τ1
1–

τ1
1–

τ1
1–

E1 E2– nω=

Nτ1
 . Tχ/ω( ).

ε̇ τ2
2–
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dau–Zener theory in the nonadiabatic limit. The transi-
tion probability can be found using the transition ampli-
tude (Eq. (10)) for R = Ra

(41)

The relaxation rate is expressed as

(42)

One can show that, if we take the input relaxation rate
as being slower than Eq. (42), the output rate will be
faster than the input one, and, if we take the input rate
as being larger than Eq. (42), the output rate will be
smaller than the input rate. Therefore, the solution
(Eq. (42)) is stable and the only one possible. Thus, the
nonadiabatic single-particle relaxation described by
Eqs. (35) and (36) takes place within the whole fre-
quency domain aχ2 < ω < Tχ (table, third row).

5.4. High Frequencies

When the external field frequency ω exceeds the
scale Tχ, the spectral diffusion does not necessarily
lead to the DE energy-level crossing for closely located
pairs that was considered in Section 5.3. The single-
particle delocalization in this case does not occur simi-
larly to the case that was studied in Section 2, because
the field frequency is large compared to that needed for
the delocalization (see the table, line 2). On the other
hand, there exists a finite concentration of excited DE
(excited TLS dressed by some certain number of the
external-field quanta, see Fig. 2), and the many-body
relaxation should be similar to that described in Sec-
tion 4.

Following the approach of Section 4, one can intro-
duce the concept of a resonant pair of DE rather than of
RP (resonant pairs of TLS). A resonant pair of DE
(RPDE) is defined as a pair of DE separated by the dis-
tance R12 with sublevel energies E1 and E2, which obeys
the resonant condition for some integer n < a/ω (see
Fig. 2)

(43)

Here, the transition amplitude T(R) ≈ (U/R3)  is
taken from Eq. (10). Like a resonant pair, one can treat
a RPDE as a new kind of two-level system. The param-
eter ∆pn is the asymmetry energy for RPDE. Then,
strictly following the derivation between Eqs. (16) and
(18), one can estimate the concentration of RPDE for
any given value of transition amplitude T(R). This con-
centration is given by the expression

(44)

The concentration N* is independent of the given param-
eter T(R), just as the concentration of RP N∗  defined
by Eq. (18) does not depend on the parameter ∆0p.

W* Vaτ2( )2 1.<=

τ1
1– rout Nτ1

W*/τ1 . aχ2.= =

∆pn E1 E2 nω+– T R( ).<=

ω/a

N* Tχ2 a
ω
----.≈
The appearance of the factor  in Eq. (44) in com-
parison with Eq. (18) can be understood as follows. The
concentration N* compared with N∗  acquires the factor
n∗  = a/ω, since resonance condition (43) should be
valid for at least one integer |n| < n∗  so that the number
of possible distinguishable resonances for the single
pair multiplies the resonance probability by the factor
n∗ . On the other hand, the resonance probability

decreases by the factor 1/  proportionally to the
reduction in the transition amplitude (Eq. (10)). The
overall effect is just the increase in the density of reso-

nant pairs by the factor  (cf. Eq. (13)). Accord-
ingly, the interaction between these resonant DE pairs
is enhanced by the same factor, and the new dephasing
rate is given by this universal interaction:

(45)

Making use of Eq. (23), one can estimate the relaxation
rate as

(46)

When the frequency exceeds the amplitude a < ω <
T, excitation dressing becomes negligibly small and we
return to the linear regime (the last row of the table).
The regime when the frequency exceeds the tempera-
ture is realized in several echo measurements [2]. This
regime can lead to heating and requires a special study.

6. SUMMARY

We have described the self-relaxation rate of TLS at
different temperatures, external field amplitudes, and
frequencies. We have found that the relaxation rate is
either temperature-independent (see the table), or
decreases with temperature as T. The phonon-stimu-

lated relaxation  ∝  T3 (see [9]) is much slower in the
low-temperature limit, and the self-relaxation
described above should dominate when T  0.

The suggested theory predicts the parametric depen-
dences of relaxation rates in various regimes. In con-
trast to the theory for the phonon-stimulated relaxation
(see the review of Hunklinger and Raychaudchary [9]
and references therein), we are not able to determine
the numerical coefficients for each rate process shown
in the table. This missing factor can be of order of unity,
but it can also be much greater or much smaller than
unity, e.g., 0.01 or 102. An example of the latter situa-
tion is given by the tunneling rate involving two-
phonon processes, which was examined by Kagan and
Maksimov [37] for the quantum diffusion problem;
they found a large numerical prefactor of 1000 due to
the large factorial factor involved.

We also expect large numerical prefactors for our
expressions. There are several reasons for this. First,
each factor χ possibly involves the spherical integration

a/ω

n*

a/ω

1/τ2 Tχ2 a/ω( )1/2.=

τ1
1– Tχτ 2

2( ) 1–
a/ω( )Tχ3.= =

τ1
1–
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factor 4π or 4π/3 in addition to the PU factor. In this
paper, we have included the factor 4π in the definition
of our factor χ (Eq. (4)), contrary to previous work.
This was done because this factor naturally appears in
the localization criterion (Eq. (3)) and, correspond-
ingly, it can enter the rate expressions of the table.
Thus, the parameter of interaction weakness PU ~
10−4–10–3 can be increased by an order of magnitude.
Accordingly, the “linear” expression for the relaxation
rate (Eq. (24)) agrees better with the results of the sys-
tematic internal-friction measurements performed by
Classen, Burkert, Enss, and Hunklinger [6]. We believe
that the factor χ = 4πPU reflects the absolute values of
relaxation rates better than the smaller factor χ = PU
itself. Accurate calculations of the numerical factors are
beyond the scope of our qualitative study. The alterna-
tive explanation for a quantitative disagreement [6] can
be based on the strong nonlinearity. For instance, the
extra factor a/ω in the relaxation rate (see Eq. (46)) can
account for the difference of theory and experiment as
well. The comparison of our predictions with experi-
ment can still be performed using the experimental data
for different glasses, with different values of the param-
eter χ. Note that the preliminary numerical analysis of
the Floquet state delocalization, which was described in
Section 3, in the equivalent one-dimensional model
supports our expectations of a large numerical prefactor
exceeding unity by at least one order of magnitude.

Another possible problem of the direct application
of our theory to the experiment is that the interaction-
induced relaxation leads to equilibration within the
TLS subsystem rather than for the whole system. This
is similar to the spin–spin and spin–lattice relaxations
in the NMR problem. Then, in order to describe the
heat balance between TLS and phonons, one should
introduce the separate TLS and phonon temperatures
and perform the thermal balance analysis for the whole
system. This study is beyond the scope of this paper.

The crossover temperature between two regimes
depends on the external field parameters a and ω. It usu-
ally reduces with a decrease in the field amplitude and
can also decrease with a decrease in the field frequency
(see the table). This knowledge helps us to understand
the absence of the interaction-stimulated relaxation
reported by Pohl and coworkers in [38]. In this work,
the strain field amplitude was made extremely small
(ε ≤ 10–8), while the frequency ω ~ 0.5 MHz was higher
than in other groups’ studies [4–6] and belongs to the
range described by the fourth column of the table, when
the relaxation rate decreases with increasing ω.

Our results agree with the recent low-temperature
measurements of the dielectric constant by Ladieu and
coworkers [24, 39], which can be interpreted assuming
that the TLS relaxation rate becomes temperature-inde-
pendent. This shows the dependence on the external

field amplitude  (the second row of the table).
Another very interesting discovery of Ladieu and
coworkers includes the sensitivity of the TLS relaxation

a
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rate to the sample thickness. The suggested theory is
essentially three-dimensional. If the thickness of the
sample is less than the typical distance between reso-
nant pairs (around a few tens of nanometers), then the
irreversible relaxation will remarkably slow down. This
agrees with the observations of [24, 39]. A more accu-
rate theoretical analysis of the data is necessary for a
careful interpretation.

Our predictions can be directly verified using the
nonequilibrium measurement technique developed by
Osheroff and coworkers [5, 40], which is based on an
analysis of the response of the system to the large
sweep of the external electric field EDC when taking dif-
ferent times τs. Our results for the field-stimulated
relaxation are valid in this case if one takes a ~ EDCµTLS
(where µTLS ~ 1D is the typical TLS dipole moment)
and ω . 1/τs. Since the maximum possible amplitude a
is very high, namely, a ≥ 0.1 K, while the minimum
“frequency” is as low as ω ~ 1 s–1, all the regimes
described in the table can be attained and analyzed.
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